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By George Done
November can be a good month for
flying, depending on whether or not a
stable high pressure system is dominating
the UK weather. Sadly this year this
was not the case! But frustration at my
inability to get airborne was tempered
by attending ‘Safety in the City’, one of
the General Aviation Safety Council’s
(GASCo) regular safety evenings.
This safety evening was unusual
because, instead of being held in a flying
club or similar, it took place in the heart
of the City of London, starting at 6 p.m.,
when many pilots who work in London
could attend after work and before
heading off home.
Those I spoke to in the interval
expressed support for the arrangement, as
for many it requires a big effort to get out
to one of the usual safety evening venues
by the time they get back home.
The event was sponsored by AOPA
and Hayward Aviation Ltd, who occupy
part of an impressive modern building
near Aldgate. The conference room in
which the presentations took place and
other facilities were impeccable, while the
interval refreshments included alcoholic
beverages, something that went down
well with most attendees (who had no
need to drive home afterwards!)
AOPA is a major supporter of
GASCo, financial and in kind, and it is
through this body that AOPA’s influence
and views on GA flight safety can be
brought to bear. This includes AOPA’s
long-standing Wings scheme, recently
endorsed by the CAA as the first to
be recognised under the new PROUD
framework.

The firm view of AOPA is that
GA flight safety is best discussed and
represented by one body that includes all
sectors of GA, from associations covering
model aircraft flying to bizjet operations.
GASCo’s origins go back 50 years,
just before the British Light Aviation
Centre adopted AOPA as its trading
name; indeed, the BLAC was one of the
founding members of GASCo.
The Safety Evenings were run
for many years by the CAA and, by
arrangement, GASCo took over the
responsibility in 2013, following the
appointment of Mike O’Donoghue as
CEO in 2010.
The last safety evening I attended was
more years ago than I dare to admit, but
I can say that the content is now very
different, and extremely relevant. One
topic that has risen to the fore in recent
years is that of ‘human factors’, which
now forms a thread throughout all areas
where safety is compromised.
These areas are summarised in the
CAA’s ‘Safety Six’ - the most significant
causes of fatal and serious accidents in
GA or where the associated risk is great,
as in the case of airspace infringements.
One’s own attitude to risk and its
management is a prime factor. Practical
demonstrations of the built-in human
limits of perception were revealing, in
particular the ‘magic trick’ example of
distraction (it’s worth attending a safety
evening for this alone!)
Most AOPA members will be familiar
with GASCo, its mission and objects,
but, if you are not, you can visit the
website or find it on the AOPA site
under “AOPA supports…”
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Editorial
By Ian Sheppard
Yesterday (Sunday 29th November) I
drove from Redhill up to Telford for the
Flyer LIVE event. Having relatives in
Malvern, I had a second excuse for the
journey, while a third was to take my
13-year old son to Ironbridge for a brief
history lesson.
We were only at the Flyer event for
two or three hours – teenagers do get
bored quickly! But in that time I was
able to sit in on a talk by the CAA’s
Mark Shortman introducing the new E
Conditions for experimental aircraft (See
page 11). This was very interesting – I
already knew a little from John Edgley,
from when we flew the Optica. It would
be good to think the UK can start to
build substantial light aircraft again.
The Flyer event was full of tiny Rotaxpowered machines; this sport/hobby end
of aviation is receiving a lot of the CAA’s
deregulation attention. For example you
can now train for a PPL in microlight
you have a share in.
Lowering the cost of flying, and
improving access, is fantastic, as long
as we don’t ignore the big picture
and licenced GA airfields can remain
sustainable. Already ATOs can establish
at non-licensed fields. I would very
much welcome any feedback on the
economic arguments. The one ray of
sunshone for larger aircraft is Part M
Lite, but this is unlikely to stem the tide.
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Chief Executive’s Diary

Getting around Europe
By Martin Robinson, CEO, AOPA UK

Towards the end of September (24-28)
I was in China where I attended a large
GA airshow, where I’d been invited to
speak about the development of GA in
this vast country.
It was interesting to note that most
of the air display performers involved
UK teams and pilots (for example the
Breitling Wing Walkers), who had made
the long journey east.
More than 200,000 people attended
over the three days – clearly from the
reaction of the crowds watching the
displays they were impressed. The gasps
and ‘wows’ reverberated around the site
each time a loop or roll was executed.
In early October (1-4) IAOPA held
its Regional Meeting in Lourdes, France
(see report, page 38). The location was
chosen by AOPA France because it gave
delegates a chance to visit the Socata
factory in Tarbes (See picture of TBM
assembly line, below right).
It was a pleasure that Christophe
Robin, Daher’s head of engineering,
was able to join us at the meeting. He
gave a very interesting presentation
on manufacturing and safety, and
in particular the need to lessen the
regulatory burden on designers of lighter
aircraft (the rules being based on those
for big aircraft).
Thanks also must go to Nicholas
Chabbert, managing director of Daher
Socata, who invited the IAOPA
representatives to a wonderful dinner in
Tarbes on our last evening. And all of
this was made possible thanks to Jacques
Callies, who is president of AOPA
France and a good friend to us.
The meeting agenda was extensive as
IAOPA still tries to reach consensus on
issues facing GA across Europe from
SES, EASA and SESAR.

On 6th October I was back in the UK
again and heading to the Department for
Transport (DfT) for an EASA briefing
to industry. As you will recall from the
last report, I was concerned about the
proposal to merge EASA representative
bodies and this was raised directly with
the DfT. The Department’s position was
very clear in that the EASA management
Board had not received, at that point,
any formal papers from EASA. Other
organisations had also raised their
concerns on this issue. There are likely
to be more developments on this in the
coming weeks that I will be able to report
in the February issue of AO&P.

Corporate Committee

On 7th October AOPA held the first
meeting of its re-constituted Corporate

Members’ Committee – the aim of this
group is to deal with issues affecting the
business so it could include tax issues, for
example a sub-group of this group is the
re-constructed Aerodrome Committee,
which will be chaired by John Walker.
This Committee will deal with specific/
individual aerodrome issues. If any
aerodrome, operator or flight training
organisation wishes to engage with either
of these bodies, please email us at info@
aopa.co.uk.
We also have an engineering group
chaired by George Done; and a members
group chaired by Pauline Vahey (she
chairs the Corporate Committee too!)
Also we plan to add an Airspace
Committee, which means we have a full
house when you include the Instructor
Committee (chaired by Geoffrey Boot).

The TBM final assembly line in Tarbes, southern France, visited by IAOPA delegates in October.
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All of these groups are designed to
next issue, when we know what shape the
this subject is PBO (Performance Based
involve members so please get involved if Oversight) which ties in with civil
changes will take.
sanctions.
you have time to give.
AOPA also submitted its response on
It was a good conference, and was well civil sanctions, which we broadly support
By this time two consultations were
looming large and required responses: (1) organised, and all credit to the CAA for
but with some caveats about the rights of
inviting AOPA to attend.
the GA ANO Final Consultation, and
individuals in law.
(2) the Civil Sanction proposals. Again,
I should stress that any penalty
SESAR Update
these are areas that will have seen more
imposed goes to the treasury. There are
The next day I was in Brussels for a
progress by the time I next report, in
some issues around administration costs
meeting with SESAR to talk specifically
early 2016.
and interest charges for late payments
about GA. Philip Church and Michael
AOPA also fully supported the
but overall AOPA is fairly well satisfied
Erb (AOPA Germany) attended as well.
proposals at Lands’ End Airport for the
with the appeals process, as it is outside
establishment of four LPVs, as we believe Phase 1 of SESAR stops mid-2016 and
of the CAA. However, we do not know
Phase 2 will then begin, with a greater
this will be of benefit to all users at
what level of compensation will apply in
focus on GA. IAOPA is committed
Lands’ End at times of reduced visibility
cases where things have gone wrong.
to working with SESAR to build a
– improving safety and access.
On 5th November there was a
better ATM, improved safety and better
On 19th October I visited Stapleford,
meeting of the GBASF, which has an
meeting John Chicken, who has operated airspace access for GA.
ongoing strategic remit. I also raised
On 2nd November I had a meeting
the Aerodrome since 1952. His company
issues of concern with the proposed
with CAA GA Unit head Tony Rapson,
has never changed its name and is still
ANO amendments at this meeting.
for a general discussion on GA in the
going strong, and has always been very
The February issue will given an
UK and EASA. I know he has his
supportive of AOPA and its activities.
update
on activities running up to the
work cut out and overall we believe he is
Then on 21st October there was
end of the year. Meanwhile may I take
heading in the right direction.
another meeting of the CAA GA
this opportunity to wish all readers a
In November we submitted the
Finance Group, which is considering
Merry Christmas and a very happy and
AOPA response to the GA ANO
the income and cost of running the
prosperous 2016, with lots of flying!
Review
proposals.
More
on
this
in
the
GA department. Overall, there is a
sizeable under-recovery and the CAA, in
consultation with the GA Community, is
investigating ways to reduce this shortfall
Obituary
without putting up fees.
The following day I attended the full
Finance Advisory Committee where the
main discussion/update was about the
CAA’s change process and where it is
David Bywater, who died peacefully at home on 24th September 2015, was an
heading. We know that there are issues
ardent supporter and vice president of AOPA. His wide experience in aviation
to be overcome but I remain confident
and associated affairs led to him being invited in 2006 to serve as a director on the
that eventually they will be solved.
board of the British Light Aviation Centre Ltd (which trades as AOPA) and on
On 27th October I met with the UK
the executive committee. When the committee was faced with knotty problems,
reps of Cirrus Aircraft, and later that day
David had a greatly valued ability to cut through the distracting elements and
I headed for Brussels in order to attend
present a way forward with quiet humour and clarity.
the EAB meeting on the 28th. During
David served for 35 years in the Royal Air Force, initially as a Handley Page
this meeting it was made clear that
Victor captain, and then with the Empire Test Pilots School, undertaking a
EASA has no intention to dissolve the
variety of appointments in research and development at the Royal Aircraft
Body and that it was a misunderstanding.
Establishment at Farnborough and the Aeroplane and Armament Establishment
It is good that there will continue to be
at Boscombe Down, from where he retired as Air Commodore and Commandant
in 1992. He then joined Marshall of Cambridge Aerospace as the company’s
an independent voice of the industry
airport and flight operations director, meanwhile gaining a commercial pilots
maintaining checks and balances on the
licence and instructor rating with night and instrument qualifications. He retired
whole system.
from Marshall Aerospace in 2002, but continued to provide consultancy services
The following day I attended the
to several aerospace industries and communities.
PBR (Performance Based Regulation)
He was a liveryman of the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators, an honorary
conference in London, which was
member of the Cambridge University Air Squadron, a director of the Royal
organised by the CAA. It is interesting
Air Force Charitable Trust Enterprises, which is responsible for the Royal
to note that the CAA is leading on
International Air Tattoo, and an honorary member of the Airport Operators
this across Europe. Pekka Henttu,
Association. David will be sorely missed by all at AOPA and our sincerest
the Finnish chairman of the EASA
condolences go to his wife Shelagh and his family.
Management Board, was also present.
George Done
He said that EASA was not quite there
yet with PBR! So the main focus on
8
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Air Commodore David Bywater

Now, Garmin glass makes upgrading easier.
And broad aircraft approval makes it
even more affordable.
For aircraft owners in Europe, no other glass upgrade solution can match the reliability, growth capability, and
cockpit integration/connectivity of this versatile all-Garmin combo. It features our dual-screen G500/G600 glass
flight displays, teamed with the GTN™ 650/750 series of touchscreen avionics. Offering full EGNOS GPS navigation
and LPV approach guidance with SVT™ synthetic vision1 capability in virtual 3-D, the suite comes ready to fly with
Garmin FliteCharts® and SafeTaxi® preloaded2. Plus, now that approved model list (AML) validation has been
received from the European Aviation Safety Agency, installations for qualifying aircraft can be completed under
standard documentation3 – thus saving the expense of EASA type certification and paperwork fees.
To learn more, see your Garmin dealer or visit Garmin.com/avion
©2015 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries
1
2
3

SVT™ synthetic vision comes standard on the G600 series; it’s optionally available on G500.
Initial FliteCharts® will disable when data is over 6 months out-of-date. Updates available on single-cycle or annual basis.
Contact your dealer for a full list of EASA-qualifying aircraft on Approved Model List (AML).

G600/GTN750

Photo: Terry Coombes
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CAA Explains E-Conditions at Flyer LIVE event
Left: Mark Shortman
of the CAA explains the
new E Conditions, which
were launched last
month.

Photo by Sebastian Sheppard

Right: Flyer Live
took place at the
International Centre,
Telford, 28-29
November.
Below right: AOPA’s
exhibition stand at the
event.

On Sunday 29th November,
Mark Shortman, manager
policy and business delivery
at the CAA’s GA Unit, gave
a presentation to explain
the ‘E Conditions’ for flying
experimental aircraft in the
United Kingdom.
His talk followed on from the launch
of the E Conditions in London on
16th November, during the Royal
Aeronautical Society’s annual Light
Aircraft Design Seminar. Also at the
seminar the RAeS launched a new
aircraft design competition.
Shortman said the genesis of the E
Conditions could be traced back to “way
back in 2006…so it took quite some
years to get traction.” He noted the
key role played by the RAeS’s General
(formerly Light) Aviation Group, and
introduced its long-time chair John
Edgley (of Optica fame).
“The 2013 Red Tape Challenge
initiative gave the CAA some direction
from government to start putting some
thinking in.” In May 2014 a collaborative
working group was formed (with
Shortman and Edgley as co-chairs).
During this time the CAA formed its
new GA Unit, “and since then we have
been working tirelessly to change the face
of GA in the UK,” said Shortman. “And
one of biggest endeavours to date has
been the E conditions.”
“This isn’t like FAA experimental
category,” he explained, in that builders

don’t have carte blanche freedom – “but
it is a vast step forward.
In 2014-15 public consultations were
held and the group published Comment
Response Documents. Then came the
formal unveiling on 16th November.

What are they?
The E Conditions open the door for
flight testing of non-EASA aircraft with
a Max Takeoff Mass (MTOM) of up
to and including 2000kg (though the
Single Seat Microlight (SSDR) category
will still operate up to 300kg MTOM).
This can include “new aircraft, 172s,
helicopters, or whatever.”
The effort has to be overseen by a
“Competent person” who has to sign
a Declaration. This is the only thing
that has to be sent to the CAA, which
otherwise will have a “hands off ”
approach, said Shortman.
“We have eliminated for proof
of concept flying the regulatory and
financial burden of getting airworthiness
and operational approval,” said
Shortman. He added that it is open to
both commercial entities and amateur
builders.
If, following this stage, further
development is planned, then thebuilder
must move into the organization
and type approval processes. “The E
Conditions are not intended to replace
the B conditions for getting final
approval – so you have to move from E
to B to go further.”
At the moment the E Conditions
are available by way of an exemption
but there is a proposed amendment to

Article 16 of the ANO (Requirements
for a C of A), said Shortman, which
will introduce “a new definition of
experimental aircraft of 2,000kg or less.”
The exemption to the ANO (designated
ORS4-1142) outlines the requirement
for a Declaration, Competent Person,
etc. and should be in place “hopefully by
Autumn 2016,” he said.
The Competent Person must take
responsibility for the safe conduct of
flight testing. The ‘CP’ will be able to
follow a new guidance document for E
Conditions, CAP 1220.
The CP’s Declaration will outline the
testing to the CAA but it is a declaration
only, so no permission is required,”
said Shortman. The CP must prepare a
dossier for the proposed test programme
and declare that this has been done (he
said the CAA does not need the dossier).
Shortman said there were two distinct
route to become a CP: A Member/
Fellow RAeS and Chartered Engineer
(CEng) will be recognized automatically
as a Competent Person. Secondly, a
Competent Person can be such having
been authorised by the LAA or BMAA
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(which are A8-26 approved organisations). A8-26 will be
changed to reflect this authority.
The Competent Person then receives a CP Registration
Number (CPRN). CAP 1220, which is around 50 pages
long, is “nearly a one-stop shop” on how to utilize the E
Conditions, said Shortman.
He confirmed that third party insurance would be
required, as the aircraft will be on the G-register. This is in
accordance with EC Regulation 785/2004 which stipulates
that any aircraft registered (in the UK as laid down by
Article 3 of the ANO) must have insurance.
The Declaration must state the start and end dates of the
endeavour, with the maximum period being 12 months. The
Declaration states that everything done by the CP is as laid
out in Chapter 8 of CAP 1220.
The guidelines state that the Dossier must be in 4 parts:
the Declaration; Aircraft Design & Build; Flight Test
Programme; Risk Assessment. “The Dossier has to be kept
up-to-date,” noted Shortman. He said the form to submit
is already available at caa.co.uk/EConditions, and the
submission fee (for new or supplementary) is at present £51
(which he warned may go up after April 2016). Amendments
are free.
Once the CAA receives the Declaration it will send an
acknowledgement, “and once the acknowledgement from
the CAA is received flight testing can start.” If the aircraft
to be used for the testing already has a C of A, it will be
“suspended to allow the aircraft to operate under the E
Conditions,” said Shortman.

The AOPA Simulator
The immersive flight simulator at the AOPA London Pilot Store in
Victoria is an affordable alternative to expensive full motion sims.
The London Flight Sim offers a unrivalled sensory experience with
Full HD graphics, vibrating aircraft seats and surround sound.
Choose to fly the Boeing Dreamliner, Piper Seneca or Archer,
Cessna Caravan or 172 Skyhawk. Perfect for the novice pilot before
a trial lesson or for GA pilots to refresh their knowledge ahead of
check rides or exams. Commercial pilots enjoy flying instrument
approaches and practicing emergency procedures on the simulator
in a relaxed, pilot friendly environment.
The London Flight Sim welcomes everybody for an introduction into
flying or a fun filled aerobatic afternoon. Available with instructor
from just £40.00 per hour or dry hire from £20.00. Additional
discounts for AOPA members. Please call 020 7834 1949 to make a
booking or follow @LondonFlightSim on Twitter.
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“There is definitely no enduring category so there is a 12
month limit,” he reiterated.” He recommended that the CP
uses an existing code to carry out the risk assessment. Risk of
serious injury to uninvolved third parties must be determined
to be “extremely improbable” (basically similar to Part 23/1309)
and risk of serious injury to pilot and ground crew “reasonably
mitigated.”
“You need to declare information about the aircraft and
test plan, test area, base airfield, test equipment fitted, imposed
aircraft limitations,” he said, adding that the requirements
were “deliberately vague” on the scope of the experimentation,
so “for example it can include demonstration to customers and
financiers.”

Limitations

“All flights must be A to A within the recorded flight test area;
ferry flights are not permitted at present but there is quite some
debate about that. We didn’t want them flying over built-up
areas or in congested airspace.”
Finally, he said that if it takes longer than 12 months, “we
can accept extensions but there has to be a rationale from the
CP.” More details of this will be in CAP1220, said Shortman.
He thanked the RAeS General Aviation Group. “Without
John’s endeavour this would never have happened.” He also
noted several other key contributors, such as LAA chief
engineer Francis Donaldson. “So we did have the heavy hitters
of the engineering community for GA in the UK,” he said.
“E conditions is very new, still in its infancy, so we will need
to reconvene to evolve them – but at least we have passed a
critical point,” he concluded, while adding, “We are by no
means at the end of the regulatory overhaul of GA legislation
in the UK.”
A short Q&A session followed. It was noted that EASA
aircraft could be used but the EASA C of A and ARC would
be suspended “transitioning it to an Annex 2 world.” Shortman
said that you could do EASA Airworthiness Review under
Part M at the end if to transition it back again after the period
– but that “if aircraft has been operated outside its normal
envelope that could be a challenge for the reviewer, to ensure
the aircraft hasn’t been over-stressed for example.”
During the Q&A Shortman said that the CAA had briefed
EASA on E Conditions. “EASA has now acknowledged that
they need a pan-European experimental category,” he said. “So
these could become redundant in a few years if EASA does
that!”
He also said there were signs that if the CP had maintained
a detailed dossier, that could be presented to EASA to reduce
the burden of EASA investigating the mod.
Another question related to observers. “Generally you are
limited to pilot only… there was lots of debate on this but if
the CP wanted [an onserver] then it may be allowed, e.g. a
flight test engineer. So the simple answer is if CP wants to do
it, you can do it.”
A final question was about amphibians testing on water, so
not being A-to-A test sorties. “We’ve never considered that
but it doesn’t seem unreasonable.” He said the test would be
whether the CP could show that the risk had been sufficiently
mitigated.

Safety Sense:

What would you have done?
By Nick Wilcock

Recently, I was on my way
to Stapleford aerodrome
on rather a gloomy day.
As is the norm these days,
my GPS was programmed
with the destination and I
was happily following the
magenta line, noting that
I would arrive in plenty of
time for a coffee before my
next activity.
Then it happened. My trusty portable
Garmin froze. And I mean froze as
nothing I could do would persuade it to
reset; in fact, it wouldn’t even switch off
and the screen showed my last position
and time. I did have a back up GPS, but
that was in the luggage compartment.
However, as I wasn’t very familiar with
the area, I’d taken the precaution of
preparing a paper map of the final few
miles. Not something I would normally
bother to have done, but it rather
fortunate that I’d done so on the day my
GPS decided to fail.
Perhaps I should mention at this stage
that I wasn’t flying, I was in my trusty
Teutonic tourer and the GPS froze just
after leaving the M25. But software
is software and my problem could just
have easily have occurred in an aircraft.
The reason for my trip to Stapleford
was to attend the AOPA Members’
Working Group and the GPS failure
gave me a sound excuse for discussing
with colleagues about the advisability

of routinely carrying a back-up device
(paper or electronic), in case their
primary system failed in flight.
Now that Part-FCL LAPL or PPL
holders without instrument qualifications
are legally permitted to fly out of sight
of the surface under VFR (assuming
that they’ve found a hole through which
to climb in the first place - and that
there’s another at destination), it is even
more important than ever that pilots
know their position at all times, so I
recommend that pilots get into the habit
of asking themselves “What will I do if
the GPS fails?”
Years ago, when dinosaurs had only
just been taken out by a comet, the CAA
seemed to regard a GPS as some tool of
the devil and insisted that lines on maps
and nice visual fixes were the primary
means by which a PPL holder should
navigate. But that was in the days when
a PPL holder without an instrument
qualification had to remain in sight of
the surface; times have moved on.
If you’ve planned well and are flying
accurately, then if the wind velocity is
close to the forecast value, you shouldn’t
wander far from your planned track if
you have to pull out your back-up; but
why not plan for a contingency in the
first place? If you haven’t got a back-up,
then don’t waste time if your GPS fails
- get on the radio and make someone
aware of your predicament before you
become an infringement statistic.
On the subject of airspace
infringements, in the last edition of
AO&P I mentioned that the UK is
planning (at last!) to get rid of the
current plethora of RPS-based Altimeter

Setting Regions in favour of fewer, but
larger ASRs using actual QNH. This is
now the subject of a CAA consultation,
details of which may be found in
CAP1349, although this is primarily
concerned with the proposals for a
harmonised Transition Altitude at 18,000
feet. The chart of the proposed ASRs is
shown in CAP 1349-7; these seem fine
to me, except for some of the daft names.
For example, whereas most people could
probably make a rough guess as to where
‘Avon’ and ‘London’ are, the same cannot
be said of ‘Kelvin’, ‘Lindi’ or ‘Potter’.
Also ‘Cornish’ is phonetically similar to
‘QNH’, so mistakes could easily be if
the quality of RT isn’t particularly good.
Personally I consider that overland ASRs
should be named either by their region
(e.g. ‘Western’, ‘Central’ etc.) or by a
well-known geographical feature (e.g.
‘Wash’, ‘Cheviot’ etc.), not by some rather
meaningless title.
My GPS did eventually recover, but
only after the battery had run down and
I’d recharged it. But knowing that a
GPS can ‘lie like cheap Changi watch’,
to use an old RAF expression, I’ll be a
lot more careful to ensure that I’ve got a
back-up plan available if it goes on strike
again!
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GA News Roundup
Wireless headset breakthrough

Biggin 03 ILS consultation

Lightspeed Aviation recently announced the launch of a
wireless headset. “For years pilots have been asking us when
we will be coming out with a wireless headset,” said Allan
Schrader, president and CEO of Lightspeed. “There are
a number of electrical and acoustic issues that made the
project a challenge. I am very proud of our development
team for finding novel solutions to those hurdles…having
numerous flight hours on it myself, I discovered there is an
unanticipated sense of freedom that comes from not having a
cable on your headset!”
According to Lightspeed, Tango uses a patent-pending
combination of analog and digital technologies called
Lightspeed Link™ to create a reliable wireless signal
that delivers quality audio and clear communications.
Neither Bluetooth or WiFi produced acceptable levels of
performance to be selected as the protocol for Tango.
Tango is powered by rechargeable lithium ion batteries
in the headset and the panel interface. The batteries deliver
twelve continuous hours of use.
Tango includes Bluetooth for both phone and streaming
music and an auxiliary input jack for connecting audio
devices via a patch cable, and is compatible with FlightLink,
Lightspeed’s in-cockpit recording app. Tango retails for $800
and is available in dual GA, LEMO (panel power), and heli
(U-174) configurations.

London Biggin Hill Airport plans to install an all-weather
instrumented approach procedure (IAP) for aircraft landing
at the airport from the south-west.
At present, all flights approach the airport from the northeast using the airport’s precision guidance system but, in
certain weather conditions (approximately 30% of the time),
aircraft have to circle the airport in order to land from the
south-west. The planned installation will avoid that circuit
and permit aircraft arriving from the south-west to make a
more direct approach.
Biggin Hill is conducting a wide-ranging consultation
which will run until mid-February 2016.
“We hereby invite you to respond to the consultation as a
constituency, local government, interest group or user group
representative,” says the airport.
The consultation document that is both detailed and
technical, including a graphical illustration of the proposed
flightpath, is available at: www.bigginhillairport.com/ACP.

Training on Permits
On 27 November the CAA announced that initial pilot
training will now be possible in permit aircraft where the
pilot being trained is the aircraft owner, or a joint owner.
Current rules allow for a maximum of 20 owners of an
individual aircraft.
If the training is for an EASA pilot licence or rating then
it must be undertaken through an ATO or RF.
Tony Rapson, Head of the CAA’s GA Unit said: “This
exemption is part of our commitment to bring in changes
in advance of any future amendments to the Air Navigation
Order that result from our recent review and consultation
which is part of our ongoing GA change programme to
make our regulation of GA proportionate and risk based.”
Welcoming the change Geoff Weighell, chief executive of
the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) said:
“[This] will enable part-owners of microlights to build and
learn to fly in their own aircraft, encouraging new pilots and
therefore providing a boost to training schools and aircraft
suppliers. It is a winning result for the microlight community
and other group owners in GA.”

JET A1
AVGAS 100LL
AVGAS UL91

Supplied, all over the British Isles in Bulk and Drums and
around the World in ISO Tanks (23,000 litre stainless Steel)
and Drums (200 litre, Mild Steel Epoxy Lined)

Speedy delivery service
Competitive prices
Quality assurance
We operate a Quality Management System, which
complies with the requirements of BS EN ISO 9001:2000
in the Procurement, Importation, Storage and
Distribution of Aviation Fuels.
We are DCL registered (Defence Contractors List) and we
have recently been awarded, with a further two year contract
to supply the Ministry of Defence with Aviation Fuels.
For more information call Damian on
020 8440 0505 or E Mail: sales@cymapetroleum.co.uk
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how light?

The ultra-lightweight DC PRO-X headset with supra-aural, rest-on-ear design weighs
just a little over 0.2 kilograms. That’s not much more than this magazine you’re holding
in your hands. One of the lightest, most comfortable, full-featured ANR headsets you
can buy. But despite its light weight, we haven’t sacrificed durability with a rugged,
magnesium alloy suspension system. And you’ll also get seamless Bluetooth
compatibility for your phone and electronic devices, and outstanding Hybrid Electronic
Noise Cancellation. All for hundreds of dollars less than comparably equipped
ANR headsets.
®

Futura Med w/Bernard Fashion

Order online at GO-DCPRO.COM or call 800-298-6235.

Made In USA
© 2015 David Clark Company Incorporated
® Green headset domes are a David Clark registered trademark.
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GA News Roundup (continued)
Government
responds to airfield
petition
On 9 November the Department for
Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) posted its response to the
‘Airfield not Brownfields’ petition, set up
jointly by flying associations. It stated:
“National policy and guidance recognises
the importance of airfields, we will work
with the aviation sector to ensure the
current policy relating to development
on airfields is better understood.” For the
full response please visit: https://petition.
parliament.uk/petitions/106779. At
100,000 signatures, the petition will be
considered for debate in Parliament.

LPV approaches
AOPA UK is developing a plan to bid
for EU funding in support of LPV
approaches for GA aerodromes. The
proposal if we are successful could mean
up to 60% of the costs being paid via
European funds. AOPA does not know
the outcome of its application until Jan/
Feb 2016 so at this stage is seeking
expressions of interest / letters of intent
to be involved.

been contributing to the industry’s
knowledge of aviation risks, since 1976.
Over four decades ‘MORs’ filed by the
aviation industry have made a valuable
contribution to UK flight safety.
The new rules came into force on
15 November 2015, will enable those
involved in aviation, “including private
pilots and ground handlers”, to file
occurrence reports more efficiently
either via an online portal – which

will be available shortly - or through
their employers’ internal reporting
system. Until the EC-developed portal
is available reports can still be made
through the existing MOR process.
Pilots, owners and operators of Annex
II aircraft, non-EASA certificated
types such as microlights, vintage and
ex-military aircraft, are not required
to report under the new rules, but are
nevertheless encouraged to do so.

CAA 60-day Update
Significant progress continues to be made to make regulation of the UK’s General
Aviation (GA) sector more proportionate and evidence-based, the UK Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) said today.
In the sixth regular update to confirm its work in the area the CAA said that in
the last 60 days it had:
• Helped balloon and glider pilots meet the need for aircraft radios to work on
8.33Khz spacing from 1 January 2018 by allowing certain 8.33Khz hand held
transceiver radios to be used in balloons and gliders
• Issued an exemption to the requirement for balloon pilots to hold a Radio
Telephony Operator’s Licence
• Presented CABRO Aviation (a registered training facility based at Aberdeen
Airport) and Helipaddy (a helicopter pilot development, skills and training
organsiation in west London) with Pilot Recognition for Operational Upskilling
and Development (PROUD) endorsements under the CAA’s new good training
provider scheme. The PROUD initiative aims to improve the general skill level of
private pilots, particularly recently qualified PPLs and NPPLs.

Reporting rules

• Launched the final consultation for the review of the UK Air Navigation Order
on 24th September 2015. This closes on 4th November 2015.

The CAA has welcomed new Europewide occurrence reporting Regulation
which is both harmonised and adopts
‘Just Culture’ as a cornerstone of new
scheme. It says ground handlers,
maintenance engineers and private pilots
are among those bound by the new rules.
The change establishes a common
process across the EU for submitting
reports which will allow the industry and
safety regulators to identify and tackle
specific risks and trends more easily.
The incoming European Commission
(EC) Regulation updates the UK’s
existing Mandatory Occurrence
Reporting (MOR) scheme, which has

• Started analysis of the responses received from the experimental category
consultation which has now closed. The initiative is planned to be launched at a
Royal Aeronautical Society event on 16th November 2015.
• Introduced a new alternative EASA PPL(H) and LAPL(H) theoretical
knowledge syllabus that is more suitable for today’s flying environment. It has
been devised in conjunction with some of GA’s leading instructors and training
experts and is available to use now. This initiative has been implemented in
advance of the 2016 revision of the ANO. It includes aircraft flying with a
National Permit to Fly.
• Issued an exemption (in advance of the 2016 revision of the ANO) to allow
joint-owners of non-EASA aircraft, who wish to pay for flying training in their
aircraft, to use airworthiness requirements for a private flight. This includes
aircraft flying with a national Permit to Fly.
Aircraft Owner & Pilot
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Maintenance rules
The UK Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) has begun advising owners of
General Aviation aircraft certified by
the European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA) of changes to maintenance rules.
In the future owners of these aircraft
not being flown commercially will have
a number of maintenance options. The
existing UK Light Aircraft Maintenance
Programme (LAMP) will be phased
out as it does not comply with EASA
requirements.
The initial phase out of LAMP,
covering EASA certificated aeroplanes
with a maximum take off mass of
1,200kg or less, will begin in 2016.
Owners have a choice of moving to:
• EASA Part M requirements
• The new Minimum Inspection
Programme (MIP), where owners can
self-declare their aircraft maintenance
programme, or
• A programme based on manufacturer’s
recommendations.
Regardless of the option chosen
it must be specific to the aircraft and
include a declaration signed by the
owner accepting full responsibility for
the programme (if the maintenance
programme is not developed by a
maintenance organisation). The move
should be completed by 31 January 2017.
Before making any decision
maintenance organisations and engineers
should be consulted on the best option.
The CAA is in the process of briefing all
Part M maintenance organisations on the
changes.
As a result of the changes an aircraft’s
annual inspection and the issue of its
Airworthiness Review Certificate can
be done at the same time, by the same
authorised engineer from the Part M
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Subpart F or Part 145 organisation, as
long as the same engineer carries out the
airworthiness review. The maintenance
programme itself will also be subject to a
review by the maintenance organisation
to ensure it is appropriate.
A second phase out of LAMP
covering EASA certificated aircraft
with a maximum take off mass between
1,200kg and 2000kg (and helicopters
certified for up to 4 occupants and up
to 1200kg MTOM) will start in 2017

with a year to transfer. This is pending
the release of Part M Light which is
expected to introduce the new process
for these aircraft. EASA aircraft
between 2000kg and 2730kg will also be
impacted.
The CAA has also committed to
review the UK-specific rules for Annex II
aircraft. The Light Aircraft Maintenance
Schedule used by microlights, kit-builds
etc may also be aligned to Part-M rules
as a result.

Comment on new maintenance
Regulation
On the 27th July a new EU Regulation entered into force, EU 2015/1088. It is related to the
work put down by the General Aviation Task Force in Cologne. The regulation allows for some
important alleviations for ELA11 non-commercial. Here is some information for CAMOs and
Maintenance Organisations:
How does this affect a CAMO?
• The regulation introduced the self-declared aircraft maintenance programme. This enables the
aircraft owner to make deviations from TBO, Service Bulletins and other non-mandatory service
recommendations. By doing so, the owner is also responsible for his/her decisions on deviations.
The CAMO may not challenge the decisions nor become responsible for the consequences of the
deviations. When conducting the airworthiness review a CAMO verifies that maintenance is done
according to what is stipulated in the AMP, just like earlier.
• To be able to review a self-declared AMP you will have to change your CAME (Continuing
Airworthiness Management Exposition). It will be a minor change with added instructions for
reviewing this kind of AMP. Ask your CAA for guidance if you are uncertain.
How does this affect a Part 145 or M.A. Subpart F Maintenance Organisation?
• A maintenance organisation can obtain authorization to do airworthiness review and AMP
review (only self-declared). Authorization requires compliance with certain conditions that can
be found under M.A.901 point (l).
• It requires changes in your MOE/MOM (Maintenance Organisation Exposition /Manual) and
an application for extended privileges and change of the maintenance organisation approval
certificate (Form 3).
• The regulation introduced the self-declared aircraft maintenance programme. This empowers
the aircraft owner to make deviations from TBO, Service Bulletins and other non-mandatory
service recommendations. By doing so, the owner assumes responsibility for his/her deviations
and your organisation may not challenge the decisions nor become responsible for the
consequences of the deviations. When conducting the airworthiness review you should make
sure that the maintenance is done according to what is stipulated in the AMP.
• The Competent Authority must be notified if defects are found during the annual inspection
and the airworthiness review that can be linked to decided deviations in the self-declared AMP.
There is no doubt that this is the future of light aircraft maintenance; the new Light Part-M,
that will hopefully enter into force during 2017, will most likely include further alleviations and
more authority being transferred to independent certifying staff, Part 66. IAOPA believes that
these new rules will reduce the cost of maintenance without adding risk and hence increase the
market for the benefit of the whole industry. More aircraft will become airworthy which gives
maintenance personnel and organisations more work and a brighter future.
Niklas Larsson, IAOPA and AOPA Sweden
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Elevate your flying.
Mobile FliteDeck VFR is the only app
designed strictly for VFR pilots.
Includes improved situational
awareness with automatic
audio warnings.

Dubai Airshow

Visit jeppesen.com/flitedeck-vfr84

This year’s Dubai Airshow (12-16 Nov.) was another grand
affair but was less exciting than the last event in 2013, when
Emirates, Qatar Airways and Etihad went on an ordering
spree for airliners. Also there were fewer GA aircraft, and
fewer top executives from GA companies - partly because the
annual NBAA event took place in Las Vegas only a week later.
However Emirates shifted its emphasis to training pilots for its
burgeoning fleet, ordering Cirrus and Embraer Phenom aircraft
(pictured above). Some 22 SR22s and 5 Phenom 100Es were
ordered by Emirates Flight Training Academy, which is currently
being constructed at Al Maktoum International Airport (where
the airshow was held). The value of the order at list prices would
amount to $39 million.

September 21 and 22, 2015
January 19 and 20, 2016
May 10 and 11, 2016
September 13 and 14, 2016

TA Centre - Abingdon

for more information.

Happy Holidays from Jeppesen!
We wish you fair skies and
tailwinds for 2016!

VFR

Wellesbourne Mountford

Wellesbourne Mountford
(EGBW) was the winner
of the 2015 AOPA Airfield
Award. It is facing the
usual planning threat with
uncertainty over its future
likely to continue into 2016.
A picture tells a thousand words and so
it is for our pilot readers it is extremely
useful before visiting an airfield to be
able to envisage what it will look like,
Sadly when AO&P visited
Wellesbourne Mountford we had to
drive due to thunderstorms, though they
cleared somewhat later on. It was a good
opportunity to test Jeppesen’s Mobile
FliteDeck VFR, however (as featured in
the August issue of the magazine).
The aerial pictures were taken on
the way back from the Isle of Man
TT in June, when there wasn’t time
to stop, so we are hoping to stop off
there in early 2016. Meanwhiile the
airfield continues to be under threat as a
possible “Brownfield” site with developer
(Gladman) hungry to get their hands on
the land.
A walk along the Wellesbourne flight line
takes you past Warwickshire Aviation (a most
friendly aviation maintenance company) and
past On Track Aviation and Aeros Flight Training
(specialises in commercial flight training to South
Warwickshire Flying School, where proprietor
and long-time AOPA supporter Rodney Galiffe
expressed his pride at being right next to the
resident Vulcan bomber XM655 (which is still
occasionally started up).
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Airfield manager Michael Littler finds himself
between a rock and a hard place, but handles it
very well. He has nurtured what is probably the
most congenial atmosphere at any airfield we
have visited – which would make it even more
unfortunate should it all be lost. And unlike Old
Sarum, there is no half-way house proposal
where the airfield can be kept despite houses
being built around it.

It is perhaps the most sensitive
situation we have come across, even
compared to Old Sarum, because the
very popular and supportive airfield
manager (Michael Littler) is also a
member of the family that owns the
airfield, with many members of that
family all round the world keen to cash
in on the property development.
The airfield was established in 1941
as RAF Wellesbourne Mountford using
200 acrres of farmland acquired from
Littler’s family (Three Bridges Farm),
though it was passed back to the family
after WW2. It was used as the home of
No.22 OTU flying Wellington bombers.
Wellesbourne lost 96 Wellingtons in
operational and training accidents, while
80 airmen were injured and 315 killed.
These comprised of 243 Canadians,
59 RAF, 9 New Zealand, 2 Belgian, 1
Australian and 1 WAAF. On 25th July
1945 22 OTU was closed after having
trained over 9000 airmen.
The airfield has a short runway, 05/23
and the main, north-south runway (1836), and has a small tower (Wellesbourne
Information, 124.025MHz). There is also
an unlicensed grass strip to the west of
the main 18-36 runway..
Being 5nm to the east of Stratford,
and south-west of the M40 (the other
side from Warwick/Royal Leamington
Spa) it is relatively easy to spot from
the air.

Wellesbourne Tower (Wellesbourne Information) and (below) the flight line with Vulcan at top.
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Manchester’s low-level route explained
Stopping off at Manchester City Airport
(Barton) en route from the Isle of Man to
Thurrock near London was an iteresting
and worthwhile exercise. AO&P had
been asked by AOPA CEO Martin
Robinson to write something about
the Manchester low-level corridor as
it had become evident to him that few
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pilots understood it. In usual pilot style,
I assumed I knew everything about
UK sectional charts but as we all know,
that’s the wrong attitude. This one is an
example of climbing the learning curve.
The low-level route between Liverpool
and Manchester is nestled beneath the
Class D airspace, so you assume you
can just fly under it in Class G. That is
not the case, however, as it is still Class
D but you are allowed to fly along it
without talking to ATC as long as you

December 2015

Squark 7366 and monitor 118.575Mhz
(Manchester), and maintain a max.
altitude of 1,300ft on Manchester QNH.
Care had to be taken coming from
the Isle of Man/north of Liverpool as
routing to Barton takes you through the
1,300ft zone. A useful card has been
issued (see left) but picking one up at
Barton was the first time we’d seen it.
This is why we have reproduced it
here. Also care with Barton’s runway, it is
not that long! But it is a very nice airfield

and not expensive. John Whittaker is the majority shareholder
of airfield owner The Peel Group (which sold the Trafford
Centre in 2011 but now owns Pinewood Studios and has
stakes in other airports). He also has property in the Isle of
Man and regularly fllies there in a helicopter.
The intention after visiting Barton was to interview Nick
Duriez, the airfield manager, to learn mopre about the airfield,
so this is on the radar for 2016. in the meantime it was
important to highlight the low-level corridor and use some of
the excellent pictures we obtained on the visit!
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Above: the plans for the airfield are ambitious. Left, Old Sarum. Below:
Aerial photo taken earlier this year showing existing housing.

Old Sarum faces new challenges...
There’s nothing more
topical at the mement than
airfields and the threat from
developers. While AO&P had
heard of some tension at
Old Sarum, near Salisbury, it
was only when we visited in
August that we realised this
case is rather unique.

In fact what they are hoping to do is
build more houses around the airfield
and as part of the plan – which has been
carefully drafted by architects – build
new airfield buildings and renovate the
hangars, which are in poor repair.
Detractors are in fact also pro-aviation
but their concern is that building closer
to the airfield will bring in lots of local
residents who will oppose the airfield and
this will lead to its eventual closure. They
do not buy the argument put forward

You could be forgiven for breathing a
sigh of relief to hear that Old Sarum
Airfield doesn’t face imminent closure
and that the owners are pro-aviation.
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by the Canadian entrepreneur owner,
Matthew Hudson, and Glenville Hodge,
the former aerospace executive who is
managing director of Old Sarum Airfield
Limited (OSAL). Hudson has owned
the airfield since 1986 in fact, and has
been instrumental in its success to date.
Hodge indicated to AO&P that if
approval is not gained then there is more
of a threat to the airfield as another
developer could purchase it, and build on
all the land as it is “Brownfield.”

Cessna 150 G-MABE is just one of many aircraft based at Old Sarum. Shown right in the tower is controller Sheena King.

Opponents of the planning have
establlished a website, ‘Save Old Sarum’
although from what AO&P could gather
there are other tensions as well that has
caused this to be set up, and one can’t
help feeling that had Hodge and airfield
manager Angus Beale taken a more
consultative approach earlier they may
not have faced such opposition to what
on the face of it looks to be a fantastic
plan for an airfield community.
That said, Beale owns a small strip of

land near the end of the runway which
he says locals have tried to use to walk
their dogs etc, as if it is common land.
The primary authority is Wiltshire
County Council but there are seven
Parish councils with an interest in the
case, including Salisbury City Council.
AO&P met with Tom Corbin from
Salisbury City Council’s planning
committee, and his conclusion was that
ultimately the plans would be rejected
as the houses would be too close to

the airfield. He also said that there was
already a lot of housing around the
airfield (as can be seen from aerial photos
we took). There is also opposition due to
concerns over it being near the Heritage
Site. He also pointed to a lack of trust
when OSAL said it was making a loss;
Corbin said the accounts suggested
otherwise.
The next step is a key meeting this
month (December), after AO&P went to
press. More in the February issue!

Not on Penny’s list?
Old Sarum is now home
to the Boscombe Down
Aviation Collection.

Then you’re not
getting a FREE
monthly update of
vital safety information.
If you’re serious about your
flying why not sign up?
Go to the GASCo website and click on Contact
www.gasco.org.uk or phone 01634 200203
Editor: Nigel Everett
Aircraft Owner & Pilot
New Penny A5 poster.indd 1
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Flight Test Report

M350

The successful growth of the PA-46
family stands in contrast to its early
history. A series of in-flight break
ups and other accidents led the U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
to issue an Airworthiness Directive
(AD) removing the PA-46 Malibu’s
certification for flight into known
weather. After further testing of the
design, the agency withdrew the AD.
The break ups were attributed largely to
pilot error, and subsequent PA-46 models
exhibited no such accident patterns.
Piper has now put all such ghosts to
rest with the signature upgrade of the
rebranded fleet: Electronic Stability
Protection (ESP). Incorporated into the
Garmin G1000 Autopilot Flight Control
System, ESP, in concert with the newly
added Underspeed Protection (USP)
and Overspeed Protection, acts like an
invisible co-pilot when the autopilot is
off, ready to take corrective action any
time the aircraft approaches the edges
of its normal airspeed or bank angle
envelopes.

Could you refuse?

JAMES WYNBRANDT
was invited by a
Piper dealer to fly
the manufacturer’s
new PA-46 M350 for
AO&P. The aircraft,
he reports, “seals the
envelope with ESP.”
This updated cabinclass single enhances
safety in style.
The new PA-46 350 redefines Piper’s
pitch to well-heeled pilots considering
stepping up to a pressurized, cabin
class aircraft, making its appeal not
with increased power and performance
but enhanced safety. It’s the definitive
answer to concerns that flight proficiency
experts, insurance companies and pilots
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have long raised about the challenges
of transitioning to higher performance
platforms, issues the original PA-46
helped spotlight.
Introduced in 1982 with a 310-hp
Continental motor, the Piper Malibu
created the modern cabin-class single.
Over subsequent years Piper built out its
PA-46 “M-Class” line, first transforming
the Malibu into the Mirage with a
350-hp Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A
turbocharged engine in 1988, then
creating the flagship 500-shp PT-6A
turboprop-powered Meridian a decade
later, and finally the entry level, nonpressurized Matrix in 2007.
Sticking to that rough upgrade
schedule, earlier this year Vero Beach,
Florida-based Piper revamped and
rebranded its marquee M-Class products:
the Mirage is now the M350; the
turboprop Meridian is the M500; and
a new flagship has been announced, the
M600, a 600-hp PA-46 turboprop with
a new wing and boosted gross weight,
expected to receive FAA certification by
2016.
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Gordon Ramsay, Piper program manager
at Columbia Air Service, a Piper
distributor at Connecticut’s Groton-New
London Airport (GON) in the U.S.,
invited AOPA UK to fly the M350 (and
the M500) with him and experience the
enhancements firsthand. On a sunny,
blustery early autumn morning we
walked across the ramp toward N350CS.
Sitting relatively high off the ground,
its long wings uncluttered by engine
cowls, the PA-46 has always had a sleek,
eye-grabbing ramp presence. Beyond
beefier landing gear and wings, and
the three-bladed prop and LED lights,
little has changed over the years on the
Mirage/M350 airframe. Inside, interior
enhancements are more noticeable. Piper
has been upgrading the M-Class cabins
in recent years, and recently hired Blokx
Design, a consumer products design
consultancy, to redesign cabin elements
such as arm rests, cup holders and
stowable table, creating a more integrated
and aesthetically pleasing appearance.
USB charging ports in the cabin and
cockpit have also been added to the
updated models.
The new Ms also offer a GSR-56
Global Satellite Datalink Iridium
Satellite Transceiver. Piper intended the

Piper’s philosophy with the new M-Series is to ease the pilot’s transition to a high-performance aircraft, given that she might sometimes fly it solo.

option primarily as a conduit for getting
in-flight weather in areas without access
to U.S.-based services such as XM,
but has found 90 percent of all buyers
want the Iridium system, primarily for
telephone and text communication.
The cabin enhancements complement
changing ownership demographics.
Historically, about 90 percent of PA-46s
have been owner flown, but today the
figure is about 80 percent, with one of
five buyers sitting in the back, where they
can appreciate the cabin amenities.
Up front, the Garmin G1000 flight
deck is dominated by the two 10.4-inch
Primary Flight Displays (PFDs) and
center-mounted 12.4-inch Multifunction
Display (MFD). An Aspen EFD1000
standby instrument has replaced
electromechanical backup gauges and
wet compass, unifying the appearance of
the panel, and more importantly, easing
pilot workload in the event backup
instruments are needed, as the data
presentation is basically the same as on
the Garmin screens.
With the Garmin powered up, the
injected Lycoming startup is standard.
Switches for the electrical system and

engine are on an overhead panel, another
sign of having stepped up. With the prop
spinning and avionics running, the air
conditioning is typically the first system
engaged, a welcome piece of standard
equipment on an ISA plus 11C day like
this one.
We planned to fly to Plymouth, Mass.
(PYM) via Martha’s Vineyard VOR
(MVY), and programmed the flight
plan into the G1000 using the GCU
476 keypad on the pedestal. The 96-nm
journey would give us time to perform
some maneuvers and check out the ESP
en route. With the two of us and 85
gallons of fuel onboard, we were about
300 lbs. shy of the 4,340-lb. MTOW.
Taxiing at 1000 rpm develops enough
momentum to steer without differential
braking, though the pedals take some
muscling. With flaps (ten degrees), pitch,
and rudder trim set we took the active. If
you’re transitioning from a less powerful
platform, Ramsay recommends starting
the takeoff by holding the brakes and
powering up to 2000 rpm before starting
the roll while continuing to advance the
throttle, with rotation at 75 to 80 kts.
Before departure, we’d engaged the

new Coupled Go-Around function.
Activated by a button in a thumb-size
hollow on the left side of the throttle,
once airborne, it sets the flight director’s
command bar in a seven-degree pitch
up attitude, the desired climb angle
for either takeoff or going around on
a missed approach. Most importantly,
Coupled Go-Around enables the M350
to fly a missed approach procedure
without resetting the autopilot. USP
makes the function possible, ensuring
that should the pilot forget to add power
on the missed, instead of pitching up into
a stall, the nose will drop to maintain
airspeed and provide time for recovery.
With gear and flaps up and climb
power of 35 inches and 2500 rpm, the
VSI tape bobbed around a positive 750
fpm and airspeed at 115 kts., while
the Lycoming chugged some 35 gph.
Scattered cumulus to the north stopped
at the shoreline, and climbing eastbound
over Long Island Sound the air was
smooth. We’d be above the bumps by
the time we turned back to the mainland
from Martha’s Vineyard.
The autopilot leveled us at 13,500 –
no need to climb to the 25,000 service
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The updated PA-46s also have an Automatic
Level Mode, activated by a blue button in the
center of the panel.

ceiling to confirm the top cruise speed
of 213 KTAS. Performance remains the
same in the 350 as the Mirage. We set
cruise power of 30 inches and 2400 rpm,
and leaned to about 21.5 gph. TAS crept
past 180 kts.
On such a day, in such a machine,
you want to keep flying as long and far
as you can. Calling up the handy range
ring on the map revealed we could make
it to Canada’s Cape Bretton Island,
more than 500 nm to the NE, with
the fuel we had onboard. We also had
weather and traffic displays that put
our mission capability somewhere in
the airline category. The optional GTS
825 Traffic Advisory System and GTX
33ES digital transponder for ADS-B
In and Out displayed conflicting traffic,
vertical separation, and even N#s of
ADS-B equipped aircraft on the MFD.
The screen can also display returns from
the optional GWX68 radar overlaid on
Nexrad imagery, for finding optimum
routes through weather at altitude. As
Ramsay put it, “If you can’t get over it,

under it, or around it in this airplane, you
shouldn’t be flying.” And now we had
protection from loss of control.
Piper isn’t the only OEM offering
stability protection through a Garmin (or
other) interface. It’s available on the King
Air 200, the Cirrus SR-22 beginning
with this year’s model, and experimental
aircraft outfitted with Garmin G3X
glass cockpits. Each OEM tweaks the
system for their own aircraft. Piper’s
ESP engages at 45 degrees bank, and the
resistive force reaches its maximum at 60
degrees. USP and Overspeed Protection
both react to pitch and airspeed.
The system can be manually
overridden by overpowering the resistive
force, and the ESP, USP and overspeed
protection can also be disconnected,
for training, for example, through the
Garmin Aux page. But as the default
mode, full protection will be restored
whenever the Garmin boots up.
The combined systems seal the
operating envelope when hand flying.
Normal maneuvers are unencumbered,
but as bank increases, or the nose is
pulled up or pushed down beyond what
you’d use for normal operations, the
counteracting force serves as a reminder
and assistant, augmented by aural alerts
and visual caution warnings on the PFD.
The updated PA-46s also have an
Automatic Level Mode, activated by
a blue button – a panic button, if you
will – in the center of the panel. When
pressed, it engages the flight director
and autopilot, and restores the aircraft to
straight and level flight. Together, these

safety enhancements add peace of mind,
confidence, and a sense of lightened
workload, easing passage for the upward
transitioning pilot.
Hypoxia is another safety issue facing
pilots in this class of aircraft, believed
to have had a role in several recent fatal
accidents of high performance singles
in the U.S. The M350 has multiple lines
of defense. First, the panel has a built-in
pulse oximeter and CO detector. It seems
a bit odd to stick one’s index finger into
a socket in the panel, but you’ll feel the
firm grip of the oximeter’s alligator jaws,

“On such a day, in such
a machine, you want to
keep flying as long and
far as you can.”
and see your blood oxygenation level and
heart rate displayed on the MFD. The
M350 also has a Hypoxia Recognition
System, activated when the autopilot is
engaged should the cabin altitude rises
above 14,900 ft., as would happen in
the event of depressurization. (Cockpit
oxygen masks are stowed beneath the
co-pilot’s seat.) If no pilot interactions
are detected in these circumstances,
the system engages Automatic Descent
Mode, descending the aircraft to an
altitude allowing recovery from hypoxia.
Meanwhile the integrated
pressurization system – yes, the Garmin
runs that, too - simplifies regulating
cabin altitude. Just turn it on before
takeoff and input the elevation of

The M350 features Piper’s new Coupled Go-Around function, which sets the flight director’s command bar in a seven-degree pitch up attitude and enables
the M350 to fly a missed approach procedure without resetting the autopilot.
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your destination airport, and the system pressurizes and
depressurizes the cabin en route automatically. At 13,500, our
vessel was a comfortable 300 feet msl.
We were now 27 nm and 8:57 minutes from PYM
with more than 13,000 feet of altitude to lose. Quick descents
are easy in the M350, without touching the power, another big
assist to the transitioning pilot. We dialed a descent rate of 160
kts. - gear deployment speed – into the autopilot, dropped the
gear and popped the now-standard speed brakes, producing a
2,500 fpm descent. If you descend at the top speed with gear
extended of 195 KIAS, you can lose 6,000 fpm.
Yet with the M350 you don’t always have to climb
up in the first place, unlike the turbine-powered M500
and the forthcoming M600, where it almost always makes
sense to fly at FL280 or 290 for fuel efficiency, regardless
of the winds. One of the strengths of the PA-46 line is the
choice it affords pilots in the performance and price they’re
comfortable stepping up to. The addition of ESP and the
other improvements introduced this year give pilots additional
reasons to step up to the M Class.
Plymouth Municipal’s ASOS automated weather was
reporting winds from 310 at 14, peak gusts to 18. Nonetheless,
traffic was using Rwy 24 rather than Rwy 33. Here’s where
things get easier for transitioning pilots: Its high wing loading
and impressive rudder authority make crosswind landings
less challenging in the M350 than in many of the four-place
aircraft that buyers may be coming from. And pattern speeds
are just a little higher than in today’s high performance singles:
110 kts. on the downwind, 100 on base and 90 on final,
coming over the fence at 85 kts. If you’re not comfortable with
the way things look, no problem: hit the Go-Around button
and follow the command bars.

360 flight hours

54,000 nautical miles

3 years of experience

Vital Statistics: Piper PA-46 M350
Standard Equipped List Price: $1,155,500
Engine 350-hp turbocharged Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A
TBO: 2,000 hours
Propeller: Hartzell 3-blade composite
Wingspan: 43 ft.
Length: 28.9 ft.
Height: 11.3 ft.
Max. Takeoff Wt. (MTOW): 4,340 lbs.
Max Ramp Wt: 4,358
Standard equipped wt: 3,050 lbs.
Standard useful load: 1,308 lbs.
Max fuel capacity: 120 gal.
Max Cruise Speed: 213 ktas
Service ceiling: 25,000 ft.
Cabin Pressurization: Max Cabin Differential: 5.6 psid
Range with 45 Min. Reserve: 1,343 nm
Takeoff distance
Ground Roll: 1,087 ft. Total Over 50 ft Obstacle: 2,090ft
Landing Distance
Ground Roll: 1,020 ft. Total Over 50 ft Obstacle: 1,968ft

S1 DIGITAL

Sennheiser S1 DIGITAL is the perfect choice for
piloting a propeller or turbo-prob aircraft. In this
headset, innovative noise cancellation technologies
and premium audio quality meet comfort and style.
Features include Bluetooth® interfaces for MP3
players and mobile devices, peak-level protection,
ear pad comfort zones for glasses and much more.
Discover Sennheiser‘s top-of-the-line headsets
for pilots.
www.sennheiser.com/aviation
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Trip Report

Navigating

Norway...
Enthused by their trip to Iceland, Martin Cundey and Richard Berliand set off
again for Europe’s frozen north, with spectacular results.
The experience of flying is often
punctuated with trips that are truly
memorable and the few days we spent in
Iceland during July 2014 ranked high in
this category. So, when given domestic
leave of absence for a week’s flying at the
end of May and first few days of June
2015, the question was whether we could
make a trip that would live up to the
standards of the previous year.
We decided that we would visit
Norway – I had only landed there once,

back in 1979 when en route for the
Dawn to Dusk (we finished third out
of three entries – flying a PA28R was
not approved by the Tiger Club and the
results reflected their distaste for modern
aircraft). However, I recollect the rugged
scenery and scores of small islands so it
was time to get back there.
While researching where to land
and what to see, we made a number of
enquiries and Richard contacted Torkel
Hasle, who he found via PPL IR. Torkel

Above: On Day 2 we left Stavangar and stopped for coffee at Kristiansand, before heading for MoldeÅrø (pictured below).
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(who is also president of AOPA Norway)
was very helpful with several suggestions;
we also had ideas from two members
of the Socata TB Users Group. One of
them lived in Stavanger and wished to
welcome us, so that seemed the logical
landfall. The majority of surfaced airfields
are run by the state-owned Avinor and
offer a weekly take off/landing card
(excluding Oslo) which is great value on
an “all you can land” basis. Below 1,500
kilos it’s a bargain £80, but above that
up to 2MT it’s around £200 – still great
value when you are landing at larger
airports, which abound in the country.
Over 2MT you have to pay as you go!
We also discovered that being members
of AOPA qualified us for free parking
so yet another reason to support the
membership.
If nothing else, the convenience of
the system is superb – you fly, land and
depart later without any paperwork
formalities. While on the subject, there
was a suggestion that flight plans were
obligatory but the reality is that when
you make your first call for an internal
flight, you add “negative flight plan”
and are cleared accordingly. The Beech
76 is not the quickest aircraft but we
decided it was ideal for the trip giving
the reassurance of two engines over a lot
of water, while the modest cruising speed
would allow the sights to be enjoyed.
We planned to take full advantage
of the landing card and spend 7 days
in Norway, flying between 3 and 4
hours daily. The aim was to visit the

southerly point of Kristiansand and
the most northerly point of mainland
Europe at the North Cape, giving us
the opportunity to catch the “Midnight
Sun.”
Day 1: And so it was at 08:00 on the 29th
May we separately set off from Redhill to
Gloucestershire. Well, Richard’s Cirrus
needed maintenance so he decided to
have that done at RGV while we were
away. It also allowed us to have a big
breakfast at the café and partake of their
reasonably priced avgas.
We departed at 10:45 in pouring rain
and trudged our way across the middle
section of the country, coasting out into
the North Sea around Kingston upon
Hull. Gradually the weather improved
and as the oil/gas platforms came and
went, we were looked after by Anglian
Radar who provided a comprehensive
service before we transferred to Norway
Control. It was surprising how quickly
the journey over the water passed: we
were soon handed over to Stavanger,
clearing us to join downwind for Runway
18 with the landing being completed
after a total of 3h:30mins. Customs
formalities were brief and speedy so
we were soon outside and making a
rendezvous with Ragnar, who lives in the
city and is a TB10 owner. He generously
agreed to act as our guide and chauffeur
so we were quickly checked into our
hotel, which had been pre-booked, and
took a tour of the area – a great start to
our adventure.
Day 2: Ragnar returned us to the airfield
where we accessed the aircraft through
the flying club gate. We were shown how
to use the self-service fuelling facilities
and then he introduced us to the CFI,
who recommended we take a slight
detour on departure to see Pulpit Rock.
It is one of the most visited attractions
in Norway, towering 604 metres above
Lysefjord. Despite a restricted view due
to rain and drizzle, there were still plenty
of people sitting on it!
We approached from the west
along the fjord and then comfortably
executed a 180 turn within the confines
of the valley before returning to take
photographs a safe distance from the
spectacular formation, mindful of
sightseeing helicopters operating.
Then we headed southbound to

Above: This rainbow was in fact a full circle, although this couldn’t be captured on camera.
Top of facing page: Richard and Martin (before departing Tromsø for the North Cape on Day 4).

A phone call to the airport failed to
Kristiansand, crossing mountains and
be answered and we started to wonder
fjords. This being the first full day
if flying into Fyresdal would not be
of Norwegian flying, we were openpossible in VFR today. Nevertheless
mouthed with the dramatic scenery. and
we took off, optimistic that we might
our camera was hard-pressed to keep
make it, but soon the space between the
up with all the pictures we were taking.
cloudbase and mountain tops diminished
After just over an hour we were on finals
– and so did the viz – so we decided to
to land at our destination which has a
climb out of it and levelled at FL070,
backdrop of mountains on one side and
where Norway Control were happy to
the fjord on the other.
have us on frequency.
After a coffee we reviewed our
Despite the size of the country the
planning as we had intended to continue
airwaves are relatively quiet and the R/T
east towards Sandefjord-Torp, which is
range is astonishing – probably due to
not far from Oslo, but the sunshine we
transmitters and relays taking advantage
enjoyed with our refreshments would be
replaced by drizzle so we decided to head of the high terrain. Norway Control is
north. Although our ultimate destination the default service and was a pleasure
was Molde-Årø, we were hoping to route to work with. Once we had reached the
west coast the cloud started to break up
via Fyresdal Airpark which lies at the
and we descended to 1,000 ft or below.
end of an large lake and in good weather
It was then that we knew the future of
has a fabulous approach.
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London’s Premier Pilot Shop. . .
The Pilot Store is located at 50a Cambridge Street
London SW1V 4QQ, and if that’s a familiar address
to you, it’s the head office of AOPA UK.
There is an extensive range of products available
from PPL starter kits to top of the range headsets,
navigation equipment, a wide range of books for
aviation enthusiasts and much much more...
By early 2014 you will also be able to make your
purchases online at www.aopa.co.uk.
A PC flight simulator has been set up in our newly
refurbished basement where you can practice flying
most aircraft.

Also in our basement is a selfcontained seminar/meeting room
which can accommodate up to 25
people for seminars and 16
people for meetings.
Both the shop and the meeting
room are ‘win wins’ for AOPA
members as not only do they get
5% discount on shop purchases
but all profits from the shop and
meeting room are ploughed back
into your association.
We look forward to seeing you, so
when you’re next in town pay us a
visit, there’s free flowing coffee
and free WiFi available.

You can find us at the corner of
Cambridge Street and Warwick Way.
From Victoria Station take the exit
adjacent to platform one, which will
bring you out onto Bridge Place, then
follow red arrows on the map.

We were in the fabled “Land of the Midnight Sun.”

our trip would be best served by staying
on the west side of the country at low
level where the viz was good and the
scenery was at its best. We had read
the cautionary warnings about cables
spanning valleys which could literally
spoil your day in a “flash” and so we
proceeded with due respect for the risk.
We had the latest ½ mil topos (all
three for Norway) and we also loaded
Runway HD with the Norway charts
along with SkyDemon, so we had a
comprehensive moving map on which to
track our progress. The paper charts were
great for planning but the iPad came into
its own enroute.
The flying duties alternated each day
and the occupier of the right hand seat
dedicated the time to verifying position,
checking for obstacles and taking photos.
It was a truly memorable experience as
we meandered up the coastline, cutting
corners, passing through fjords and other
openings, rarely flying above 1,000ft
and seeing hundreds of small islands,
many linked together with bridges
and a scattering of houses on each –
presumably used as weekend retreats.
After 2hr 50mins we were on finals
to Molde-Årø where a welcome awaited
and we were cleared to re-fuel. From
now on we booked a hotel on arrival
at our destination; being out of season,
every request was successful. A taxi took
us to our repose, which overlooked the
fjord with views of its ferry traffic. We
had decided to treat ourselves to decent
dining experiences – and dinner that
night certainly set the standard for the
rest of the tour.

Day 3: Again it was overcast at dawn
with light rain, so we departed at 09:35
local and retraced our track down the
fjord for a few miles before heading
north though a convenient opening
between mountains. We revelled in
the enjoyment and freedom of being
able to journey at low level past isolated
settlements, villages and a few larger
towns set on the limited areas of land at
the feet of the mountains which towered
above both them and us. The topography
is awe-inspiring and demands respect but
while the clouds covered the mountains
above the visibility beneath was good,
even in the light rain.
We picked our way through valleys
and fjords ensuring that we stayed on the
windward side, always allowing sufficient
room to execute a 180 degree turn should
conditions unexpectedly deteriorate (at
wind speeds above 15 kts turbulence can
become both unpleasant and dangerous).
After a couple of hours we were
back out on the western coastline with
the Bronnoysund Traffic Information
Zone (TIZ) approaching. A quick call
brought a reply from a softly spoken lady
controller who cleared us for a touch &
go (T & G), which was duly carried out,
and in return we received a compliment
from her about our aircraft.
Another 20 minutes later we repeated
the same at Sandnessjoen; the immediate
approval of our request indicated that
the controllers are pleased to hear from
anyone passing by, and are not fazed
to have strange English pilots taking
advantage of their facilities.
A few miles later we crossed the

Arctic Circle, and after a total of 3 hours
we were speaking to Bodø, a combined
military/civil airport with a vast runway.
We approached from the sea and took
advantage of the ILS to confirm all the
avionics were functioning. Security was
tight but not obtrusive as there was a
contingent of Eurofighters parked on
the far side of the field, and there were
scheduled services operating.
We walked a mile or so to the town
where we sat outside at the marina for a
light lunch, observing the Great Gandhi
Indian restaurant opposite – which at
67 degrees is rather further north than
its counterpart in Reykjavik (making its
claim to being the most northerly Indian
eatery somewhat misplaced).

Tromsø and North Cape

Suitably refreshed we departed Bodø and
after a T & G at Svolvaer-Helle being
on our track we then overtook a naval
frigate cruising beneath which reminded
us that the battleship, and supposedly
unsinkable, Tirpitz succumbed near our
destination of Tromsø.
A short while later we were treated to
the magnificent sight of a backdrop of
snow covered mountains with the airport
in front, where we landed after 1 hr 50.
It lies to one side of the city, which is
justifiably described as the “Capital of the
Artic.” After refuelling the Duchess we
were conveniently parked near the GA
security area before we jumped in a taxi
to our hotel.
Day 4: We were in the “Land of the
Midnight Sun” and in the morning we
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Above : Our track out and back, and avionics panel showiing latitude 71 degrees north. Below: Bodø.

reached the airport ready to leave for
the North Cape. A snag arose however:
the port mainwheel tyre was partially
deflated. A quick check of the valve
after removing the cap suggested it was
leaking and after prodding it a couple of
times, the seepage stopped so the friendly
fire crew re-inflated it, and we were
airborne at 09.30.
Another epic trip followed, flying
along fjords and out between offshore
islands under overcast skies with slight
rain but light wind and no turbulence.
Eventually the North Cape at
71°10’21”N 25°47’04”E became visible
but it was covered in a “flat cap” of cloud,
obscuring it and the visitors centre.
Honningsvåg-Valan instructed us to
orbit as scheduled traffic was leaving
– arrivals and departures follow the
same route in or out of the fjord, where

the localiser has a 56 degree offset.
When cleared to make our approach
we soon found out why! At the start of
the approach it appears that the fjord
terminates in a wall of towering granite
and it is not until the last few miles that
the runway comes into view. Although
R26 is downhill, with our modest
approach speed this was our choice and
we gasped in amazement as we turned
from base onto finals with the prospect
of the mountain ahead of us.
Touching down after 1hr 45 we were
warmly welcomed by the fire crew and
awaited a hire car which we had prebooked for the day at an astronomical
£110 – still, they only have a few months
in the year to make a living out of car
rentals and having come this far we
wished to see all we could.

Norway’s Nordcapp (North Cape) was blanketed in cloud when we reached it on Day 4.
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The island has a population of around
2,000 mainly centred in the town, which
seemed very pleasant and provided us
with an excellent fish soup lunch. Then
we took the 20-mile foggy drive, passing
mountain sides with reindeer grazing,
to the visitors’ centre – which remained
shrouded in low cloud. We were obliged
to seek directions after parking only to
discover the building, invisible in the fog,
was just 200 yards away. The complex is
extraordinary, having been cut into the
cliff-face, and is a “must see” providing
all sorts of exhibits and a great film show
which compensated for being unable to
see beyond the outside terrace.
The plan was to have a King Crab
dinner in the town that evening and
leave just before the airport closed at
22.40 so we could enjoy a daylight
flight at midnight. Instinct prompted
us to check the tyre and without going
airside we could see that it was now fully
deflated and so were we. A drive to the
nearby garage revealed that they could
supply a foot pump and tyre sealant –
not ideal but at least it would overcome
our immediate problems. Back at the
airport we were met by the fire crew who
were aware of our plight but greeted us
with the heart-warming words “you are
our guests and we will do our best to
help you.” While not allowed to touch
the aircraft they made their tools and
workshop available – they even offered a
brand new pair of overalls to work in as
the weather continued to rain.
So a return to the garage and this time
we came back with puncture repair kit,
patches and talcum powder so we could
set to work. Jacks lifted the wheel off the
ground, which was soon removed. In
the warmth of the workshop the rim was
split and the tube removed to find the
tiny but irritating leak. Patch applied,
new valve inserted and all checked then

From Tromsø the next stop was runway 26 at
Honningsvåg-Valan island.

From Bodø we flew to Tromsø, “The Capital of the Arctic.” The mountains were spectacular.

re-assembly was accomplished and order
was restored. All in time to get to the
restaurant slightly later than our booking
but the crab was all the more enjoyable as
a result of the drama.
Shortly after 22.30 local time we
prepared for our departure off 26
executing an immediate right turn to
avoid the mountainous terrain ahead
which has a continual flashing light as a
timely reminder and we exited the fjord
at low level the way we arrived. Once out
to sea we climbed to 3,000 ft where we
were greeted with the glorious spectacle
of bright sunshine. As we made our way
back the clouds melted away leaving
showers over the land with beautiful
rainbows, sunshine out to sea and the
occasional ship cruising serenely below
us. What a magical and unforgettable
experience, each day we did not believe
we could better the previous day’s
experience yet this eclipsed everything.
A little after midnight we tracked
towards Tromsø and the rainbow now
just ahead of us described a complete
circle, the city came into sight contrasted
by the sun shining on parts and other
areas in the shadow of the mountains.
We landed, refuelled and had a taxi take
us back to the hotel where words seemed
inadequate to relive the experience.
Day 5: We started our way back south
and although we were theoretically

returning the way we arrived, there are
so many variants that we never actually
duplicated our track. Our destination
was Trondheim and, at 4hrs 20, it was
a long leg but once out of the fjords
and following the coastline the sun
emerged to give limitless visibility. We
had the skies to ourselves and along
stretches of open water we dropped to
low level, revelling in the freedom we
are so privileged to enjoy. To break
the journey there were obligatory T &
G’s at Engeloy/Gradussan and then
Rørvik-Ryum: as we approached Tower
advised of a single gull at the end of the
runway which flew off as we commenced
our climb out at the upwind end. The
jovial controller gave our T & G time
and thanked us for our bird clearance
services.
The response to our first call to
Trondheim was slightly stilted as,
believing we had received a handover
from the nearby military base, we
provided our call sign and squawk only
to be asked who what and where we
were. Maybe not as a direct result of
our impertinent initial announcement
we were nevertheless directed to the
furthest VRP from the airport which by
coincidence was subject to considerable
turbulence. Then after landing our
request for refuelling went unheeded but
eventually we were able to upload what
we needed and took a bus journey to

the city centre which is some 20 miles
away. If our airport experience was less
welcoming than our previous experiences,
we dined in style with five memorable
fish courses and the hotel was equally
pleasant.
Day 6: Our last full day in Norway
called for a 2 ½ hour flight to Bergen
and after some post-breakfast exploring
we departed at noon, our route taking
us across the mountains to reach the
western coast, passing near to our earlier
destination of Molde. We chose to
climb rather than risk transiting at low
level and so sight-seeing was restricted
until we descended out to sea before
roughly following the coastline. We were
rewarded with more spectacular than
ever scenery.
Bergen-Flesland is a busy place with
considerable traffic serving the oil fields,
nevertheless we were quickly positioned
downwind to land on the northerly
runway and on arrival met by a “follow
me” vehicle which escorted us to the
GA parking area conveniently having its
fuel farm adjoining. Our friendly escort
whisked us to the coach station with
advice about our return the following
day and we were soon in the city and our
expensive but less than salubrious hotel.
Bergen is a definitely a “must see” with its
World Heritage gaily-painted waterside
timber buildings. The fish market
supplied us with some marinated salmon
to take home and our seafood dinner
matched our Trondheim experience.

Day 6: Bergen is a World Heritage site.
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We were slightly delayed at Honningsvåg-Valan
with a flat tyre, before our return to Tromsø.

Approach to Lerwick-Tingwall Runway 20,
where we stopped on the way back.

Scheduled Islander service at Lerwick in the
Shetland Islands (see map).

After Lerwick, we had a tentative look at
Fair Isle before heading south.

remote Out Stack. Then we turned
back along the east coast and located
Unst, being the most northerly UK
airfield which warranted an approach. It
was a shame that time did not permit
a landing on the strip as it looked in
sound condition and very inviting. There
was much to do and so we continued
south with fly-by’s including Fetlar and
Whalsay, before establishing finals to
land on Runway 20 at Lerwick.
We were greeted with a warm
welcome from Jim and his colleagues
while formalities were minimal and
landing fee acceptable. Our hire car
arrived and we were on our way to
explore the island. The good roads are
traffic free so it was not long before
we had reached the southern end at
Sumburgh where the large airport is busy
with oilfield traffic and the road closes
when landings make it necessary.
We continued to Sumburgh Head
which rises to a peak with a sizable
lighthouse complex now run by the
RSPB as the sheer cliff faces are a haven
for seabird colonies. And what a haven!
Even for those indifferent to nature’s
aviators, this is a spectacle not to be
missed, with birds wheeling and diving
in all directions – but the stars of the
show are the comical puffins putting on
virtuoso performances for their viewers.
Lunch was taken at a nearby hotel
which is next to the Jarlshof Prehistoric
and Norse Settlement. Our tour
continued into Lerwick itself which was
well worth a visit.

Day 7: We decided that we would make
an early start as this time we would
have to deal with the formalities of
clearing customs and leaving the country.
Additionally we realised that we had on
our personage several items that would
send x-ray equipment into meltdown.
On explaining our problem to
a helpful official we were able to
infiltrate the priority check-in section
and presented ourselves defiantly at
security. To our relief we were taken by a
charming escort through all the channels
and passed over to a driver who returned
us to the aircraft. Departure was at 0810
local and 75 minutes later Shetland was
on the horizon.
Soon we could see the lighthouse
at quaintly named Muckle Flugga and
made an orbit of both this and the
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All too quickly the day had passed
and as we bade our farewells to Jim and
his crew, we commented that it was yet
another highlight of the trip augmented
by the warmth of our welcome.
We had been given the number of the
lady manager of National Trust Fair Isle
strip and were allowed to make a T &
G on the promise that we would make
a donation to NT so, having located the
island, we positioned ourselves on the
approach. This is a 500 metre strip and
with rising ground beyond so we made
our brief encounter before climbing away
and heading south. Even then it was
not all over as we crossed strip after strip
ticking them off one by one as if we were
working our way through Pooley’s. The
controller at Kirkwall was far too polite
to challenge our sanity – he had probably
seen/heard it all before. Then we passed
east of Wick, talking to Aberdeen and
Leuchars before landing at Dundee.
The next day we made our way
back to Gloucestershire where the
SR22 was ready for collection and
we parted company for our respective
destinations. But what an experience!
Such a multitude of sights with each
day exceeding what had seemed
unsurpassable the previous day.
We realised it was impossible to
achieve all our objectives as the weather
in Norway can be even more capricious
than in the UK, especially in the
mountains, but by keeping to the western
side of the country we reached all the
destinations on our itinerary.

Trip Stats
Total flying time: 30 hours
Landings, 13; Touch & Go’s, 7
Fuel consumed: 1,744 Litres
Average price in Norway: £1.41 per litre
Lowest paid in UK: Gloucestershire, £1.49
Highest fuel price paid: Dundee, £2.30/ litre.
Average hotel charge: £121.57.
Most expensive (and least impressive):
Bergen, £156.37
Cheapest: Stavanger, £93.33
Best value: Dundee, £95 – superb room and
good breakfast
Latitude difference between Kristiansand
and North Cape: approx. 755 nautical miles.
(La Rochelle is a similar latitude diﬀerence to
the south of Kristiansand).
Latitude Difference between Out Stack and
North Cape: Approx. 617 nm.
Difference between Out Stack and Redhill
approx: 567 nm.
(Porto is a similar latitude diﬀerence to the
south of Redhill).

Say goodbye
to sky high
insurance
We are confident about
enhancing your cover
and/or reducing your
premium
Light aircraft and Jets
Helicopters
and Gyrocopters
Gliders and Microlights
Flying Clubs

Contact us for a quote:
UK: +44 (0)1420 88664
info@sydneycharles.co.uk
www.sydneycharles.co.uk

Sydney Charles Aviation Services is a trading name of Sydney Charles UK LLP Sydney Charles UK LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. FCA Firm Reference No. 471046.
Sydney Charles UK LLP is a Limited Liability Partnership registered in England and Wales Registration No.: OC320079 Registered Office: Atlantic House, Charnwood Park, Waterton, Bridgend CF31 3PL.

Bonjour

TBM!

IAOPA
Regional
Meeting
Tarbes/Lourdes
3rd October 2015

Above: Among the speakers at the IAOPA meeting was Christophe Robin, Daher v-p engineering and chief designer of the TBM 900 (pictured inset with an
example of the aircraft being rolled out of the company’s factory in Tarbes). He took a swipe at the regulatory approach in Europe, where he says “they
just took the rules for big aircraft and applied them to little ones.” He questioned why so much time has to be spent on certificating aircraft when “it’s not
where the accidents come from”–so more emphasis should be put on pilot training, as pilots are usually the cause of the accidents. So Robin said Europe’s
GA industry was looking forward to the new less-onerous certification regime for smaller aircraft that was being formulated by EASA. Robin concluded:
“|Today making light aircraft is almost impossible as the cost of cert is disproportionately costly…if you bring certification costs down it will bring the
others into the market.” Top: The Rosary Basilica in Lourdes, close to the conference venue.

When 30 delegates from 15 countries came to Lourdes for an IAOPA
Regional Meeting the focus was on EASA, but a tour of TBM’s factory
in Tarbes reminded the visitors what many private pilots aspire to.

Emanuelle Davidson from AOPA France, which
was hosting with TBM, asked about cost-sharing,
something that has become a big issue in many
Eurooean countries with EASA effectively
blurring the lines between commercial and noncommercial operations.
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Martin Robinson, AOPA UK CEO
and IAOPA v-p for Europe, opened
the meeting by saying that the purpose
of Regional Meetings was “to meet
together twice a year to discuss common
issues facing our national affiliates.” But
IAOPA can’t do all the work by itself, he
stressed. “We try to achieve a common
position [but] this is not always possible.
So the aim here is to take any IAOPA
position back to individual States.”
He said IAOPA needed to talk to
regulators with the common position of
IAOPA Europe, and added that IAOPA
could “help you [regional affiliates]
if regulators need further education/
understanding.”

December 2015

“Europe is not 100% harmonized,” he
noted. “It does not have a common legal
system or a common taxation system.
And where there are Directives it is up to
States to decide how to implement them
– unlike Regulations, which are binding.
But in the main over the years, we’ve
done a good job.”
Robinson added: “We also need to be
able to take information from you and to
broadcast that information throughout
Europe.” He noted that many had
raised the issue of cost sharing. “There
will be different national experiences as
to what cost sharing is. There won’t be
any right or wrong, just differences. So
it will be difficult to reach a consensus

Above: Martin Robinson (centre) sits alongside IAOPA secretary general Craig Spence, while Nick
Wilcock (at the podium) preaches to the converted about EASA’s plans to allow training outside an
ATO. Below: Delegates from Austria, Romania and Greece, among others, listen intently.

Above, from top: Esa Harju of AOPA Finland
explains that ground self-handling is a struggle
in his country; Martin Robinson speaks with
Vladimir Turin, who flew his Robinnson R44
helicopters to the meeting from Russia;
Germany’s Michael Erb explains his position on
the SSCC; and Jacob Pedersen from Denmark
says cost-sharing needs clarifying. Below: The
slides tell all!

Bob Darby from the UK explains recent LPAT ADS-B equipment trials, and brought a demo unit.

on something like this. But we need
to understand and communicate these
differences.”
“In UK we have got the CAA to
accept EASA Regulations without any
change into national legislation. We
call it “non gold-plating.” He invited
delegates to use the UK as an example
on the issue of gold plating. “Regulators
should not embellish what EASA has
to say. EASA does not have the power
to stop States going further [than
stipulated]. EASA conducts an audit
of your State to make sure that it’s in
compliance.

Robinson said that GA Roadmap
work was “incredibly important...but
we need to know when States are going
beyond what EASA asks. EASA is
also interested as it want to see rules
applied uniformly. This is good for safety
too. Whether you’re flying in Holland,
Austria, UK, Germany, Greece, wherever
– you know it’s the same. But in Greece
there are still no airspace classifications,
for example!”
“Myself, Michael and Jacob need to be
kept informed where States are applying
Regulation more than EASA intended,”
underlined Robinson.
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AOPA NEEDS YOU
YOU NEED AOPA

Whatever you fly, you need to join AOPA

The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association was founded in 1934 and has a worldwide membership of 400,000.
Its purpose is to prevent unnecessary restrictions on general aviation and to control its costs, to represent its members’
interests, to enhance safety, and to promote the general aviation industry.
AOPA provides practical legal help for members and works to resolve licensing, engineering and medical issues and a host of
aviation-related disputes. Over the years AOPA has helped hundreds of pilots whose licences and livelihoods were at risk.
It stands up for general aviation at EASA, the EC and Eurocontrol, the CAA, the DfT, and in public forums.
It is the only major aviation body that is independent of any regulator.
Our strength is in numbers – so find out more today about how you can help to protect your right to fly.
Call AOPA on 020 7834 5631, or join up on our website www.aopa.co.uk.
Membership of AOPA
will help us keep working to:
● Protect your right to fly
● Combat increases in your costs
● Fight unnecessary regulation and restriction
● Improve aviation safety
● Protect aerodromes

Membership provides other
valuable features:
● Free legal advice
● General Aviation, our high-quality magazine
● Optional international Aircrew Card
● Technical and medical advice
● Discounted insurance
● Car hire discounts
● Competitive finance

Unless you’re a
balloonist, hot air is
not enough to keep
you flying.
And if you are a
balloonist, you need to
join AOPA anyway

It’s time to stop thinking about it and join AOPA today!
If you’re already a member, tell your flying friends about AOPA. Signing up new members benefits you, too.

020 7834 5631

www.aopa.co.uk

IAOPA secretary general Craig
Spence gave an update on ICAO
activities. “[We have] been able to
get changes to say that R&FS is only
required at commercial service airports.
EASA is also looking at incorporating
those changes. Basically this says that
proportionality should be considered.
Tragically, the burn-through time
[for GA aircraft] is 17 seconds; for
commercial aircraft it is 2.5 minutes. So
unless fire service can get there in 17
seconds, it really doesn’t do anything!”
Spence noted that there had also
been “a lot of work going on with UAS
– which are outstripping the ability of
regulators to legislate. One million UAVs
are expected to be under Christmas trees
this year! There are no standards on these
aircraft BUT they are being considered
part of GA By EASA etc! There are nonpilots with flying machines up to 50kg
near airports that have the possibility
of killing someone.” Martin Robinson
noted that in China you have to register
a drone to your mobile phone. Spence
said every airfield and sensitive area
should be ‘geofenced’. He said ICAO “is
far behind… which is why we’re working
with
FAA and even
the RPAS17:18
1/4 EASA,
page ad:Layout
1 12/5/14
operators,” said Spence.

Guest speaker: Matthew Day, Haywards

Matthew Day, a director of Haywards
Aviation, gave a presentation on aviation
insurance, saying: “We’ve been concerned
in recent years about the amount of liability
insurance bought by GA owners. Traditionally
you buy a policy for let’s say €3,5 million and
have cover for 90,000SDRs for passengers
– as insurers paying less for passengers you
get lower premium but we think this is a
dangerous route to go down i.e. policy with
inner limits (of say 100,000 per passenger).
If your aircraft flies into a light airfield and
into a hangar the physical damage could be
$1m but the liability to the injured etc could
be much more. If you have a combined limit
and medical expenses go over 100,000 per
passenger.
So the trend to purchase policies that
limit cover, over the past 2-3 years, and could
become personally liable for ongoing costs.
Also hull loss – only get what insured
for, and if aircraft is over-insured, company
may elect to repair it…. So would not advise
you don’t
Page
1 under-insure. There is a danger of

Tailwheel
Conversions &
Aerobatic Courses
£198 per hour
with an instructor

Do some real flying in our

Super Decathlon

getting the wrong value. Better to be overinsured as it bites you more if you’re underinsured.
If organizing an air show, air meet, fly in
etc be very aware of insurance cover, and
alert to the possibility of incidents.
He said there was “lots more I planned to
say but I’ve only got 15minutes! For example
on instructors, drones etc.”
He said “Insurance follows the evidence…
until we have an accident involving a drone
the regulations won’t really kick in and
insurance industry won’t be able to assess
it.” But he noted that in the UK model aircraft
flyers could get £1m of cover for only £10!!!
Martin Robinson notes that AOPA UK has
“a close working relationship with Haywards.
Unlike other brokers they do support the
industry, help with safety campaigns… and in
educating pilots about safety issues…”
A question was posed relating to examiner
insurance, to which Day responded: “I’ve no
idea why an instructor purchases instructor
liability insurance, there is no need for it – as
you are doing it for a commercial organization
that will be liable and have cover. [In the US
the situation is different, as there is nonowned aircraft liability insurance, he said].
“And if you are instructing a pilot who
approves you personally to instruct them, and
is happy with that, you are brought into their
cover! So there are no circumstances in the UK
where you would need ‘instructor’ cover.”

The Air League Trust is offering the following opportunities
in aviation and aerospace to young men and women
permanently resident in the UK. The competition for flying
scholarships opens on-line in November 2015 and all other
competitions on 1 December 2015.

Fly solo in 10 days?
Flying scholarships offer the chance to learn to fly through
the award of 12 flying hours in light aeroplanes towards the
achievement of a Light Aircraft Pilot’s Licence or completion of a
PPL(A). The majority of scholarships will be flown on a residential
basis at selected UK flying schools.
Applicants must be 18 but under 26 on 1 April 2016.

Closing date Friday 29 January 2016

Experience aerospace engineering?
Engineering scholarships provide placements in the UK
aerospace industry for one or two weeks for young
people considering careers as aerospace engineers.
The scholarship covers all reasonable travel and
accommodation costs.
Applicants must be 18 but under 26 on 1 April 2016.

Closing date Friday 19 February 2016

Improve your gliding skills?
Gliding scholarships offer solo gilder pilots awards of up
to £300 to gain flying experience and new qualifications.
Applicants must be 16 but under 26 on 1 April 2016.

Closing date Friday 19 February 2016

Call us on 01264 773900
To find out more
about our courses
or visit our website

www.westernair
thruxton.com

Improve your licences?
Flying bursaries provide 3-5 hours advanced flying training in
single-engine piston aeroplanes, to assist licensed pilots gain
additional flying qualifications or to renew a rating.
There are no age limits.

Closing date Friday 19 February 2016

Please visit www.airleague.co.uk for further details.
To download application forms for all competitions
and to join The Air League online
e: scholarships@airleague.co.uk t: (020) 7222-8463
Broadway House, Tothill Street, London SW1H 9NS
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PILOT STORE

VOUCHER

The PIlot Store London (see page 32) is offering a 10% discount
on its range of items from Design4Pilot for the month of
December, to be used in-store only by presenting the voucher
above.
Airliner Case £129.95, Cross Country Bag £54.95, Pilot Jacket
£89.95, Polo Shirt £19.95 and Pilot Cap £14.95
Design4Pilot is headquartered in Salzburg, Austria and has
been involved in the design and manufacture of pilot accessories
under the PILOT brand since 2000.
The products they offer are exceptional in their quality and
this often makes the difference as to whether or not a product is
useful. Furthermore, they place great emphasis on eco-friendly
production, meaning that wherever possible they use recyclable
and eco-friendly materials in their products and packaging.
If you are looking for excellent high-quality products at the
best value for money, then you are looking in the right place.

Kudu and Impala greet the Sling as it parks up at Mutendele Airfield, half an
hour’s flight north-west of the Zambian capital, Lusaka. The image at top shows
the Sling as pilot Edmund Farmer (owner of charter operator SkyTrails) turns on
to final (having found the airstrip).
Below: Landing back at Lusaka’s Kenneth Kaunda International Airport as an
Emirates Airbus A340 waits to depart. Note the altitude, more than 4,000ft. A
true test of ‘hot & high’ operations, the South African Sling, with its Rotax 914,
did an enviable job of carrying four grown (overgrown!) men. Bottom: the Sling
back at base in the former Zambian Airways hangar. The national carrier was
closed in the 1990s, with Proflight now being the main indigenous airline.

BOSE OFFER
The Pilot Store London is also delighted to share with you a
special Bose Winter Promotion, running 28 November 2015
through 3 January 2016.
Customers who purchase the Bose® A20® Aviation
Headset from The Pilot Store London will receive a €200
voucher towards Bose products of their choice.
In addition to the voucher, we wish to offer a further
incentive for pilots to equip multiple seats in their aircraft
with the Bose® A20® Aviation Headset.
That’s why we’re offering an additional 10% savings on
the second and subsequent Bose® A20® Aviation Headsets
when purchased together on one invoice. The promotion
will also run 28 November 2015 through 3 January 2016.

€200
((incl.
incl. VAT)

YOUR VOUCHER TOWARDS BOSE PRODUCTS.
®

105796_PRINT_CARD_A20_210x100_WinterPromo_Master_v01_Final.indd 1
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When ‘The Aircraft Factory’ in South Africa built this early Sling (serial number 4)
it flew it around the world – the maps are on the wings.

GA in Zambia...

Although Zambia is a land-locked country it does boast
the mighty Zambezi River, Kariba Dam and the even mightier
Victoria Falls (known locally as the Mosi-oa-Tunya, or ‘The
Smoke That Thunders’). AO&P happened to be down in
Zambia after the Dubai Airshow (it is easy with Emirates!) and
took the opportunity to take a Proflight Jetstream flilght down to
Livingstone. A visit to see United Air Air Charter on their little
Baobab-topped hillock near the Falls ended in CEO and chief
pilot (pictured below right) Ignatius Lindeque taking us for a
flight in the company’s Airbus Helicopters (Eurocopter) EC120
Squirrel. An impressively manoueuvrable machine, the company
also has two EC130s, which are six-seaters not four.
At nearby Marimba Airfield, a slightly more affordable way
to see the Falls and the game park is by taking a flight at Batoka
Sky in a Robinson R44, or in a microlight. These were parked
up due to a passing thunderstorm, unfortunately. The Zambians
were praying for the rainy season to start. Pictured right is the
Zimbabwe side of the Falls; there was no water flowing over
the Zambian side (not pictured, but situated below right) but
the advantage is the lack of spray, which obscures this Natural
Wonder of the World when viewed from the ground.
Landing at Baobab Ridge heliport.

At one time the Falls were viewed from the air during Tiger Moth flights from
Sprayview airfield in Victoria Falls town, Zimbabwe. Sadly the airfield closed.
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Letters
Airfield Petition
I noticed in the latest AOPA magazine
the column about the GA airfield
petition regarding the Prescott mess
up with airfields being labelled as
Brownfield sites under the planning
rules. I went online to join the petition.
Sadly, I noticed our petition at 17,000
votes while “make canabis legal” has
225,000 votes. I think collectively we
deserve what we get!

John Scott

Only the aircraft’s track and speed
over the ground will be affected by the
wind’s direction and speed. I agree that
in a low turn the varying speed over
the ground might give the illusion of
varying airspeed but that’s what the ASI
is for, the same applies to nailing the
correct air speed on approach and not the
apparent ground speed. If I’m missing
the point with this old chestnut, an
authoritative future comment or article
in the magazine would be very much
appreciated.
Yours sincerely,

Michael J Newman

Grass roots

Thanks for producing a great journal –
keep up the good work!
I find the interpretations we get about
various regulations in our journal very
helpful. Please help with an explanation
about the New EASA Maintenance
Programme that was mentioned in the
October issue. What does “Self Declare”
mean? Does it mean you may record
your chosen risk-based programme and
share/agree it with your maintainer? Or
does it mean sharing also with EASA
and getting its agreement? How much
programme variability is allowed (in
agreement with one’s maintainer)?
[Readers are referred to page 18 - Ed.]

This afternoon I received a copy of your
AOPA magazine and found it to be top
notch compared to what our COPA
distributes. I found that you have made
the magazine quite physically attractive
with the glossy paper and the layout of
the articles.
I found the content of the articles
quite informative to the grass roots
pilots and all the advertising geared
to the whole flying community very
appropriate. I found the columns and
articles quite newsy and have me learning
about aviation the way it is done in
Britain.
Thank you for your magazine and I
plan to use it at our board meeting next
week to show the rest of the members
how I feel our COPA publishing should
look.
Sincerely,

Phil Shepherd

aka Av8rphil

Self Declaration

Philip M. Englishman

AOPA member 7651, Wiltshire

Stick to SOPs

Windshear
I have difficulty understanding Kristjan
Arnason’s letter in the August edition of
the AOPA magazine entitled ‘Self-made
windshear’. He states that making a low
level 180 degree turn from into wind to
downwind can cause an aircraft to stall.
Surely the aircraft is only in contact with
the mass of air it is flying in, the aircraft’s
behaviour will remain the same within
that mass of air regardless of whether it’s
stationary or moving.
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If you have a set of SOPs (standard
operating procedures) stick to them.
If you have no SOPs then think about
adopting some and sticking to them. The
other week I took off from Earls Colne
for a 10 minute mechanical check. Before
departing I topped off the tanks, set up
my yoke mounted GPS, took my bottle
of water and put my Pooleys nearby. I
originally wasn’t going to do any of this
but for some reason my SOP decipline
engaged.

December 2015

“Reading
your great
magazine in
Ottawa at or
COPA board
of directors
meeting.”
Philip
Englishman
is pictured
reading AO&P
(the furthest
from the UK
we have yet
received!)

Boy, was I glad. Immediately after
take off as I climbed out of the circuit
I went into unforecast cloud at 900ft.
I looked back at the runway, it had
disappeared. A sudden cloud base of
300 feet rolled in unforecast over Essex.
I circled the ATZ for half an hour but
no sign of improvement. I contacted
RAF Wattisham and said I was going
to try Elmsett. A descent through
cloud brought no joy so back up on top.
Wattisham then offered me an ILS into
their airfield which I gratefully accepted.
A safe landing, a car ride back to
Earls Colne and picked the plane up
the following day. No charge for the
diversion [Strasser Scheme, we presume?
–Ed.] and a very efficient and friendly
welcome.

Robert Hill

Seeking Sense
I am writing to issue a warning to those
who, like me, might see their years in
aviation outnumber their waistlines not
only in inches but also centimetres.
This letter is also sadly a very large
indictment of the CAA Personnel
Licensing Department who I have to
say based on their performance of recent
weeks are not fit for purpose and are in
need of radical overhaul and reform.
The problem centres on my wish
to obtain a single pilot, single engine
instrument rating to enable me to fly
my Piper Archer both VFR and IFR in
Europe. Having just retired as an airline
Captain on a JAR-OPS ATPL with a
multi crew IR, all I wished to do was
renew my IR before retirement, allow my
class one medical to lapse and continue
flying on a class two medical using PPL
privileges into the future.
While not a problem encountered

by the CAA every day it should not
have been difficult to accommodate.
However, that is not how aviation works.
To achieve this I had to apply not only
to have my IR put on my licence, but to
apply for an EASA ATPL conversion
and then supply evidence of everything I
had done since learning to fly in 1970 to
prove I could retain the privileges that I
had enjoyed to date.

Poor record keeping
Having delayed the whole process three
weeks by using an out of date email
address and ignoring the data I supplied
on my application forms, I discovered
that little if anything of licence history
issued pre JAR-OPS is retained by the
CAA. They had no record of me ever
having had a single crew IR despite me
passing the test in 1977 and having it last
renewed in 1993. Luckily I still had the
original Certificate of Test that proved
the case. They also failed to realise that I
already had a single engine piston rating,
and had been the holder of one for many
years. The resounding message I must
therefore send out to members is ‘Don’t
throw anything away’.....Ever!
However to cut short a story lasting
five weeks, several sleepless nights,
more phone calls and emails than I can
remember along with receiving a threat
of financial sanction if I did not supply
information that had been sitting on
their desk for a month I finally reached
a point where I had lost hope of ever
seeing my licence. As I considered and
drew up a formal complaint I thought of
contacting AOPA head office to ask if
such an action was worthwhile. A short
conversation with your office staff, an
email to a contact in licensing forwarding
a draft of my complaint and lo and
behold my licence was processed within
forty eight hours.
My thanks must go to AOPA in
being able to sort out what had become
a phenomenal mess. I hope that my
problem and its speedy resolution will
inspire others to value their membership
and use the Association for its main
purpose. To support General Aviation
pilots in the UK.
Yours Sincerely,

David Barrington-Bullock

G-AWUT leaves Sandtoft, near Finningley, Yorkshire. She now resides at Redhill, flying regularly.

Thanks AOPA!
Hello Martin [addressed to AOPA CEO
Martin Robinson],
I have been busy, with Steve Slater
and the office at AOPA helping, getting
my local MP Ian Austin on side in
the airfield closure fight. Ian has taken
the issues on board and is very keen in
trying to help with our fight to retain our
airfield infrastructure in the UK.
I would like to thank our ladies in the
AOPA office for sending Ian a copy of
June’s issue of our magazine, with Steve’s
article on airfield closures, at very short
notice. Thank you so much.
This was to give Ian more facts as to
the issues and also give him a flavour
for G.A. in the U.K., which he was
totally unaware of, he should find the
advertisements for aircraft with the sort
of costs involved informative, as this was
one of Ian’s many questions on the tour
of Halfpenny Green Airport I gave him a
few weeks ago.
The flight I planned for Ian on the day
had to be postponed due to the weather
and Ian’s time constraints, but this is
pending for another day.
Thank you also, Martin, for all your
hard work for AOPA and aviation.
Kind regards,

Roy Targonski

Ron bought the aeroplane from Mr
Barrie Spafford in March 2008. He
transported it on a trailer, minus the
wings, from Sandtoft Airfield to Airtech
at Skegness Airfield, where it had a
complete overhaul.
He then flew it to Strubby Aviation
Club and it spent a year there before he
decided to sell it on. He already owned
a Reims Cessna 172 Skyhawk and he
found that he did not have the time
to spend flying both aircraft. It was
purchased in May 2009 by Mr William
Bagnall from the Isle of Wight.
G-AWUT is quite a celebrity. One
afternoon while watching “Mr Tumble”
with my granddaughter on TV, I
recognised G-AWUT as the aircraft
which was used to take a disabled child
flying. At a later date it was featured in
an episode of ‘Touch of Frost’ when it
was used in the storyline by a gang of
drug smugglers! So you see G-AWUT
has had quite an interesting life and it’s
good to know that it is still flying.
May I just mention that AOPA gave
Ron and his colleagues excellent service
and advise several years ago when they
were establishing the Strubby Aviation
Club. He would recommend that all
pilots who own their aircraft should join
AOPA because of the many benefits the
organisation offers to its Members.
Yours sincerely,

Trish Larder

Ron & Trish Larder

The famous plane!
My husband Ron was reading Freddie’s
article (The Airfield Experience, October
2015 edition) when the Cessna C150
G-AWUT caught his eye. This aeroplane
keeps turning up in our lives from time
to time, so you can imagine our surprise
when we saw it in the AOPA magazine,
looking as smart as ever!

Changing Drivers
The racing driver on page 21 of the
October issue (Goodwood Revival,
opening of Shell’s new fuel station)
was in fact John Surtees, and not Sir
Stirling Moss as stated.
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Book Reviews
Battle of Britain Memorial Flight
1957 To Date: Operations Manual
by Keith Wilson
ISBN 978-0-85733-516-6
Haynes Publishing, Sparkford, Yeovil, Somerset BA22 7JJ;
hardback 8½in x 11in, 157 pages, illustrated; hardback, £25.
When is an ‘operations manual’ not an
operations manual? Haynes launched its
manual-themed series years ago, each
volume being presented as a superficial
maintenance manual with historical
content, concentrating on a specific
aircraft type. Now it seems to include
books in which maintenance forms a
decreasing percentage of their content.
Nonetheless, this is an entertaining
and absorbing volume, covering the
history of the celebrated Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight (BBMF), its aircraft,
the teams of servicemen that maintain
and fly them and the work they do, the
private companies that play a vital part

in keeping the aircraft airworthy, and the
Flight’s public appearances.
This is an informative book for those
with a specific interest in preservation
and the operation of vintage aircraft, and
for non-specialists who are fans of the
classic RAF aeroplanes of World War 2.
With so much of its content devoted
to Spitfires, one would expect the author
to get ‘Vickers-Armstrongs’ correct,
but it appears repeatedly as ‘VickersArmstrong’, a basic error. The other thing
that niggles is the use of similar images
throughout the book, evidently taken
during the same photographic sorties, but
this was not entirely avoidable, given the

RAF in Camera

be repeated scale of the overall operation:
the Coronation Review of the Royal
Air Force by HM the Queen, held at
Odiham on Wednesday, 15th July 1953,
had more than 300 aircraft on the ground
for inspection with an immaculate flypast
by no fewer than 640 RAF aeroplanes.
This major operation has good
photographic coverage that records for all
time the memory of an age in which the
air force was of worthwhile calibre.
The Volume covering the 1960s,
a period of base closures and general
contraction, has positive measures as well
with all three of Britain’s home-brewed
V-bombers – the Valiant, Vulcan and
Victor – in squadron service and the
Lightning makings its niche in aviation
history as the first single-seat fighter
designed to exceed the speed of sound in
level flight.
In the field of heavy military
transports, the Britannia, the Comet, the
VC10, the Argosy and the Belfast all
entered service and made their impacts.
Also described are the many operations
in which the aircraft were involved.

2 Volumes by Keith Wilson
ISBN :1950s, 978 1 47382 7950;
1960s, 978 1 47383 7768
Pen & Sword Books; £35 each.

These two coffee-table publications are
well produced and contain a vast amount
of information supporting a substantial
number of photographs – many
previously unseen – from the archive of
the Air Historical Branch (RAF).
The first Volume depicts the Service’s
activities of the 1950s, initially marking
the general transition from propellerdriven types to the jet era, with the
progressive withdrawal of the Lancaster,
Spitfire and Mosquito. The Meteor
was already in service, but during this
phase the Vampire, Canberra and, later,
the Hunter and Javelin made their
respective impacts. It was the start
of a major change in equipment and
associated tactics – and in the never-to46
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nature of the beast. Another drawback,
unavoidable in any book dealing with
aircraft preservation, is the fact that the
publication was virtually guaranteed to be
out of date even before it was published.
Thus it ends with the 2014 display season
and the BBMF team of that year, and the
status of the aircraft at that time.
These things apart, this is a great
insight into the history and workings of
a famous and unique active collection.
The countless images, most in colour,
are well reproduced on glossy paper, and
have informative captions. They include
many going back to the BBMF’s origins,
personalities and intimate studies of
airframes and engines under maintenance
and restoration, often accompanied by
typical checklists. The author spreads
a wide net, covering the history of the
BBMF and of the individual aircraft,
training, operations, display routines
and even providing biographies of the
members of the Flight for 2014.
With Christmas approaching this
book would make a very apt present,
though the giver might find the recipient
disappears for an hour or so just when
the turkey is waiting to be carved.

Philip Jarrett

As late as May 1963, although long
retired from squadron service, the last
six airworthy Mosquitos made a final
official fly-past at Exeter where they
had operated with No.3 Civilian Antiaircraft Co-operation Unit to provide
target facilities for the RAF and for
army gunnery units. In November of the
same year the longest military airlift ever
undertaken by British Forces flew the 1st
Battalion the Royal Ulster Rifles, 12,000
miles from the UK to Australia in seven
RAF Britannias.
The two books cover the very wide
range of activities carried out by the
Service over twenty post-war years.
Keith Wilson’s text is very informative,
although I am sure that he will not be
offended if I stress how the amazing
selection of pictures puts the spirit into
each package. He must take the credit
for the total result, which I find most
impressive. These vast Volumes will
not be allowed to wander far from my
shelves!

David Ogilvy

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
AIRCRAFT FOR SALE
GA 7 Cougar

1979 4 Seater. Twin Lycoming 0320 160HP
engines. 4146 hours. Very well equipped with
GNS 430 & 2nd Radio. Professionally maintained
& in very good condition. Based Rochester, Kent.
Price: £35,000.00. Tel: Ian Mason, 07973 242672
or ianm@london-marketing.com.

G-JAKI, 1995 Mooney M20R

1369h TT, 54h SMOH, 180kts, 280hp TCM
IO-550-G, speed brakes, full IFR panel with
Garmin 530, Sandel 3308 EFIS, KFC-150 flight
director, KX-165, KN-62A DME, KR-87 ADF, KT-73
mode S transponder. Insight GEM-602 engine
monitor, Insight SF- 2000 Strikefinder, Shadin
fuel computer, electric standby vacuum pump,
wingtip recognition lights. Fresh annual June/14.
VAT paid. Further details available from David
Abrahamson, email david@cs.tcd.ie or telephone
+353 1 896 1716.

LIVE THE DREAM!

Secluded contemporary designed large 3/4 bedroom house on Atlantic Airpark
Lucon, France for sale. Large Hangar DA42/PA46 or similar, adjacent to taxiway and
760m tarmac runway. Garage and swimming pool with mature gardens. For further
details contact: www.atlanticairpark.com.

3 BEDROOM HOUSE WITH HANGER
on
Atlantic Air Park in the Vendee area of France
450,000€
Traditional style 3 bedroom house located just inside the entrance of the Air Park with beautiful views of the
runway and surrounding countryside. Plot size 3040m2 , area of building including hanger 260m2
Sold furnished

PICTURE CREDIT
In the October issue of AO&P, the
picture of three hurricanes flying
together (on page 41) should have
been credited to Mike Rivett –
Fotomotion. The camera ship was
Bill Giles’s Piper Aztec ‘FD’.

ENQUIRIES TO: TREVOR HOUGHTON
Email: newbarn_flier@hotmail.com
Tel: +441474 706470 Mobile: +44 7867803108

Aircraft Owner & Pilot
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CL ASSIFIED
Insurance

FOR SALE

life
cover
for pilots
Without specialist advice pilots
can often face expensive
premium loadings when applying
for life cover.
We can usually secure standard
rates with no aviation exclusions.
• Life assurance for your family,
mortgage or business
• We help recreational,
commercial, instructor
and student pilots
• Cover can be arranged
over the phone
• Our insurance advisor
holds a PPL
• Online discounted quotes

stein pilot insurance
01793 491888
www.flyingcover.co.uk

PA30B Twin Comanche1967

Based at Lydd. Fully renovated, new interior and panel. De-iced.
Was on UK register. New permit. Very low time engines and props.
Garmin GNS 430 GPS/COM, Narco 810 TSO COM1
NARCO NS 800 VOR/DME/GS/RNAV, Garmin GTX 330 Mode S
Transponder, Bendix/King KR-87 ADF system/timer,
Dual CDI/Glideslope indicators
It has also has a new powder-coated instrument panel, electric trim
and autopilot, long range fuel tanks, JPI EDM 760 Engine monitor.
Ready to fly and conversion training available. Serious economical
transport or training aircraft. New Annual!
£45,000
£50,000 or Offer geoffreyboot@gmail.com Mob 07860728529

1963 PA24-250 Comanche

Biggin Hill Group
Looking For New Member.

This very comfortable 2 seat touring aeroplane, N518XL, is
hangared, and is equipped with complete IFR fit (Garmin 530,
2nd nav/comm, Mode S transponder, DME & 2nd Altimeter). The
Liberty XL2 is a state-of-the-art aeroplane with FADEC engine
control and 115 kias cruise at 6.0 US galls/hr. £160/month and £80/
hr wet. Excellent availability via internet booking system. Further
details and demo flight available on request. FAA licence required
for flights outside UK, as aircraft is currently on the N-Register.
Stunning
Comanche,
the bestan
one
outside
(With a loaded
JAA/EASA
licence, acquiring
FAA
licenceofisthe USA
Please
call without
or Emaila for
spec
and photos, there is just too much
possible
skillfull
test
or exams.)
to list here.
Trial period
possible Ideal candidate will have 200+ hrs.
£49,000
ono Email.
£54,000
ono
brainr5@mac.com. +44 (0) 7771511734
For further details, contact: Bill Roberts 0207 564 5461
williameroberts2@aol.co.uk

Safety

Andark Diving & Watersports
www.andark.co.uk Email: admin@andark.co.uk
Telephone 01489 581755

Helicopter Underwater Escape Training
£99 per person
(min 6 people)
Andark
certificated

Aircraft restoration

Aircraft protection

Cambrai Covers

Specialist Covers Since 1979

www.cambraicovers.com
• Reduce Aircraft Deterioration
• Reduce Pre-Flight Time
• Improve Engine Starting
• Reduce Maintenance Costs
• 400 Patterns in Stock!

Cambrai Covers
- Home and Dry

email: info@cambraicovers.com

+44 (0)1377 267426
48 48
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Cornwall Aviation Services
SPECIALISTS IN RESTORATION AND REBUILDS
 Highly experienced
1987 Beech Bonanza
F33A staff

maintained
Friendly and
helpfulof cost. TT
British Reg Beautiful example
regardless
since New: 1840, ET: 890 (October
2000),
PROP:
since Overhaul:
 Reasonable prices
185 Jun 12, Annual/Arc due: New, Full logbook history from
FlexibleKMA24
approach
import-present day, Avionics
installed.
Audio-Panel,
GNS430Nav/Com/GPS, KX155A Nav/Com, KR87ADF, KMD540
 Routine maintenance available
Moving Map, TT31 Transponder, SPA400 Intercom, WX10A
Stormscope,
KN63
DME,
KFC150
Autopilot
+ flight director
Based at Bodmin Airfield in central
Cornwall
(PL30 KFC55
4BU)
Compass System + HSI.
For more information call: Rod Bellamy on 01208-821535
Offers around £115,000 no VAT, private sale but PX considered.
E-mail:
Contactcas@cornwallflyingclub.com
: Tel: 07711196070. email: aircraft48@yahoo.co.uk
Web-site: www.aircraftservicingcas.co.uk

General Aviation
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FOR SALE
Turbo Arrow IV,

Fairoaks

Beagle Pup 150 at North Weald

AA5 Traveler

1/5 share for sale

Shares Available £1500, £88/month, £88/Hobbs Hr wet

Two 1/5 shares available in excellent low hours Piper Arrow IV. Great
A classic
British
design
at incl:
The Squadron,
North Weald, Essex.
tourer
(140kts
cruise),
fullbased
IFR kit,
GNS 530 (8.33KHz),
Stormscope,
Mode
Autopilot,
TTAF: 3390; Eng 580
Semi-aerobatic
funS,flying
tourerOxygen.
with 3 seats.
SMOH;
290. Leather
interior.
(based
5) £240pm, and
Mode Prop
S transponder.
Newly
fittedCosts
Garmin
255Con
Radio.
£150
per hrGroup
wet. Significant
engine members.
fund.
Friendly
with nine current
Price:
£12,000
ono–per
1/5availability
share.
Online
bookings
Good
Contact
David
on 07765
mail: –blakedj@btopenworld.com
Join Swift
Flying
Group251740;
to enjoy E
G-IPUP
a real delight!

Contact Kevin Smith on 07810 621883.

£3,500 £110 pcm and £80 per
G-BBDM – AA5 Traveler - 1/5 Share £4,000.
tacho hour (wet). Excellent availability - internet booking.
Four seater, full IMC fit - Based Thruxton (EGHO).
Airframe 2850 hrs., recon. Engine. Recent annual/CofA.
Contact: Tony Harris (0777 5504526 or
anthonywharris@hotmail.com)

Navigation aids

Reims Cessna 182Q

BUTTERMILK HALL FARM • BLISWORTH
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE • NN7 3DB

DENNIS KENYON has
for sale an absolutely
Beautiful Reims
Cessna 182Q Model.
Almost certainly the
nicest condition 182Q
in Europe, possibly the
world.

Dual-role
GROB 115D-2
Herons (2009)
MAULE
M-7-260C

Aerobatic/
Trainers.
To be sold as
a fleet of five
aircraft.

All born in 1994 and all are UK G-Registered. Airframes hours
from 7749 to 9211. Engine hours from 12 to 1886 (Engine entry
WINTER
PRICE
into
service
date 1 xII2008,
1SPECIAL
x 2012, 3 x 2015.)
Prop OFFER
hours from
PIPER
SENECA
(1978)
12 to 1630. ARC’s valid between Jan & Sept 2016. Each has 2 x
TTAF 7547. Engines Zero in 2014 & 1405 last o/h in 2009.
COM,
1 x Trig
TT31 Mode
S Transponder
and 1 xGarmin
Garmin
TTBecker
295Hrs.
FAA N-Reg
w/Annual
Garmin
GNS430W,
SL40,
Props 1165/1165.
Annualvalid
validAug/2015.
Sept/2015,
ARC
valid June/2015.
100
GPS.
They
be KN62A
ideal for
forward
thinking
Flying
Aspen
EFD 1000
Prowould
PFD, King
DME,a Dual
Transponders
- Trig
Mode S and
Garmin
GNS430
NAV/COM/GPS,
King
KX155
NAV/COM,
Garmin
GTXin327
Mode
PS initio
Engineering
w/4-Plc I/Com,
School
both
theC.Century
ab
flightPMA8000B
training&Audio/Markers
and
initial
Aerobatics
KingELT,
KR87
ADF,
NSD360
King
No2
GS,
406Mhz
Miximizer
Fuel Flow Meter.
This isHSI
a full gyro
panel
aircraft.
training
environments.
for all five
aircraftIIIC
KN64
DME,
TrigGBP£217,000
Mode S Transponder,
Altimatic
2ndKing
altimeter.
Flaps.
Hangared.
(Plus
VAT
where
applicable
Europe).
WINTER
OFFER:
GBP£115,000
No VAT
Autopilot,
Garmin
GMA340inAudio/Marker
Panel. 2nd Altimeter.
(will definitely return to £127,500 if unsold by Spring 2015).

Deiced. 1999Kgs certified.

Piper Satatoga II TC (2000).

With PIIPS

GBP£80,000 (Plus VAT where applicable in Europe)(Piper

Inadvertent
Ice Protection
System)
TTAF&E 682Hrs. Prop 95Hrs SPOH. Annual & ARC valid 21/
Jan/2016. Equipped with Piper’s PIIPS (Piper Inadvertent Ice
Protection System). TAWS B compliant. GNS530/430 Combo
(both WAAS), S-TEC ST-180 HSI & Garmin GI-106 No2 GS, Garmin
SLINGSBY T67C FIREFLY (Aerobatic/Trainer) (1989)
GTX
330 Mode
S Transponder,
S-TEC 55 A/P
w/AltProp
Hold
& ST-360
TTAF
4786. Engine
381 (last overhauled
2004).
232
(fixed
Preselect,
King KR87
& KN64
DME,
SkyWatch
497
Traffic
pitch). Annual
valid ADF
Aug/2015,
ARC
valid
June/2015.
King
196A
Avoidance,
Wx500
Stormscope,
Garmin
GMA340
Audio/Marker
COM, King
KNS80
RNAV/DME
w/GS,
King KR87
ADF, King
Panel
w/6-Place
Artex ME406
Tri-frequency
ELT.
2nd
KT76A
Mode I/com,
C Transponder,
King KMA24H
Audio
panel,
Altimeter.
Oxygen(G-meter).
& Aircon. NDH. All logs from birth.
Intercom.Factory
Accelerometer
BPGBP£25,000
£217,500 (Plus
VATVAT
where
applicable
(Plus
where
applicableininEurope).
Europe)

Bare metal spray 2013. New interior this year. TTSN 2825 HOURS. 230
bhp 0-470 six-cylinder engine 700 hrs to go plus possible 400 hour
extension used privately. A/C is subject to EASA 12 year restriction
for public transport use. KING Avionics. 2 x 175B TSO Mod 5. KT76
TPDR. KI212C ILS/GS/VOR. KMA 20 I/C with Airways Mkrs. Cessna
200 ADF/DME. Cessna Navomatic. HI Fin & Wing tip strobes. IFR
instrument panel. Alcor EGT. 80 USG long range tanks giving 650 nm
range. 4-5 hours endurance. ROC 1150 fpm. Macauley VP prop OH
May 2013.
ROC 1150 fpm.
TAS 145kts
at of
7,500
ft. VNE 175kts.
Detached
house,
range
traditional
farmCruise
130ktsbuildings
at 75% power.
Reims
factory
Zinc-Chromate.
Zero
hours
(with planning consent), hangar
andsince
ARC. 4/5 seats. This most popular Cessna 182 looks new. Over 25,000
600m airstrip totalling approx. 22 acres.
made. A new 182T model will cost you $450,000.
rating: E
OFFERED AT £54,500 plus VATEPC
if applicable.
For piston
sale as
a whole
at a car
guide
priceinof
Light
helicopter
or classic
considered
PX.£1,350,000
Contact Dennis at: dennis.kenyon@sky.com OR 0044 (0) 1432Towcester - 01327 356140
840598 Voicemail. A/C based Shobdon (EGBS).

www.berrybros.com

Flight training

Planeweighs
Limited
Aircraft weighing & technical services

You TOO can fly a

Stearman!

www.flytailwheel.com
Winter Haven, Florida

Classified
adverts
General Aviation

February 2015

Technical services

PIPER CUB to BOEING 747
Load/Trim sheet design
CAA approval A1/8538/79
Engineers throughout the UK
Tel: 44+ (0) 1792 310566 Fax 310584
Mobile: 07798 662 939

email: info@planeweighs.com
www.planeweighs.com

Contact Charlotte
Pulham
Contact
David Impey
+44 (0)1487
or +44
(0)7583
140127
(T)+44
(0) 207209005
834 5631,
(M)+44
(0) 7742
605 338
www.aopa.co.uk
(W)
www.aopa.co.uk www.airsoc.com
(W) www.airsoc.com
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AOPA Member profile:
Dunkeswell (EGTU)

Initially established as an American
Naval base during WW2, Dunkeswell
Aerodrome is situated in the heart of the
Blackdown Hills, approximately six miles
north of Honiton, Devon. It hosts the
largest GA community in SW England.
Devon & Somerset Flight Training
owns and operates the airfield and has a
fleet consisting of five Cessna 152s, Three
Cessna 172s, a Piper PA-28, a Citabria
tailwheel and a Scheibe motor glider.
There is a gliding site at nearby North
Hill, so all aircraft have to be aware of
any glider operations there, and stay well
clear. Effectively the airfield and the
gliding site share the same vast hilltop at
an altitude of 839ft above sea level. This
makes it the highest licensed airfield in
the UK. There is also regular parachute
jumping.
Joining Procedures: Aircraft should be
established by 10nm or 10 minutes out
(which ever is sooner) with Dunkeswell
Radio on 123.475.
Circuit directions:
Runway 22 - Left Hand Circuit
Runway 04 - Right Hand Circuit
Runway 17 - Left Hand Circuit
Runway 35 - Right Hand Circuit

50
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Joining is by downwind or base
leg only. Dunkeswell is an active
parachuting airfield (up to FL150);
therefore overhead/deadside joins are
only permitted when agreement is
made via the ATSU. Circuits, for all
active runways, are made at 800ft on
Dunkeswell QFE. Refer to the ICAO
Aerodrome Chart and Textual data for
further information. Aircraft should
avoid flying overhead Dunkeswell village.
whenever possible.
Helicopters are to join from the north
not above 500ft on Dunkeswell QFE to
the centre grass triangle, then hover taxy
to the relevant fuel/parking as specified
by the ATSU. On departure, Helicopters
are to depart to the North not above
500ft on Dunkeswell QFE. Please avoid
flying overhead Dunkeswell village.
Landing Fees:
Microlights:
Single Engine:
Multi Engine:

£5.00
£10.00
£20.00

Fees Apply to both fixed and rotary wing
aircraft All prices quoted include VAT at
20%; no extra charge is made for the use
of credit cards.

December 2015

Summary of facilities: Two hard surface
runways, a variety of secure hangars and
outside parking; full A/G radio service, 7
days a week, all year round. Members fuel
rates for all home-based aircraft, with 4
pence per litre off the published standard
rates. Fuel available: 100LL & JetA1.

Useful Contacts
Devon & Somerset Flight Training
Tel 01404 891643
Email: info@dsft.co.uk
Hangarage/parking
Air Westward Ltd
Tel: 01404 891271
Maintenance
Flymoore Engineering
Tel: 01404 891504
Email: info@flymoore.co.uk
Food
The Aviator café & bar:
01404 890009.
www.tacbar.com
Accommodation
The Lakeview Manor:
Tel: 01404 891287 or 891358
Email: reception@lakeviewmanor.co.uk
Taxis
Sparkys Taxis, Honiton, Tel: 01404 476 70

EUROPE’S LARGEST STOCKIST OF QUALITY NEW, USED & OVERHAULED AVIONICS
As our inventory changes daily, please call to discuss your requirements

t. 0131 447 7777 f. 0131 452 9004 w. WWW.GPS.CO.UK
GARMIN

iPad GPS

LIGHTSPEED

The revolution continues with ZULU PFX
Improved comfort and noise attenuation
blue tooth connectivity and auto shut off

NEW ZULU PFX ANR Headset £765
ZULU.2 ANR GA version ......... £600
ZULU.2 ANR Helicopter ........... £600
ZULU.2 ANR Lemo panel version £600
Sierra ANR GA version ........... £475
with blue tooth and music input

ÆRA 795

ÆRA 500 touch screen GPS ... £429
ÆRA 795 touch screen GPS £1225
GARMIN D2 Pilot watch £325 GPSMAP 695 GPS ........... £1095
Virb Elite Action Camera

Portable ADS-B
with Attitude

With GPS Aviation
Bundle ........ £287

GDL 39 3D unit only .............. £525
With D2 Aviation GDL 39 3D with DC cable ...... £555
Bundle ........ £499 GDL 39 3D w/cable and battery £595
Interface cable ..................... £40

SKYVIEW Touch

TRAFFIC SYSTEM

VERTICAL POWER
Electronic Circuit Breaker
VP-X SPORT ..................... £950
VP-X PRO ....................... £1330

Prices include programming
AMERI-KING AK-451-21 ELT JTSO
approved 406 MHz ELT ........ £599

TRIG
TT21 Mode S transponder .. £1495
TT22 Mode S transponder .. £1675
TT31 Mode S transponder .. £1695
TY91 VHF Com 8.33 kHz ...... £1175

BENDIX/KING

HEADSETS

BOSE

HM51child headset ........... £ 89
Peltor 8006 GA headset £199
Peltor Helicopter headset .. £225
David Clark H10-30 ......... £204
David Clark H10-13.4 ...... £242
David Clark H10-13H ....... £259
David Clark H10-60 ......... £279
NEW David Clark ProX ENC £495
Sennheiser HME 110 ......... £204
Sennheiser HMEC 250 ....... £330
Sennheiser HMEC26BK-2 .. £495
Sennheiser S1 passive ...... £249
Sennheiser S1 noise guard £465
Sennheiser S1 Digital ANR £665

BECKER

AVMAP

GME MT410G PLB ............. £249

FASTFIND 220 PLB ............ £189

F.U.N.K.E.
ATR833 transceiver ....... £1000
ATR833 with LCD display .. £900
TRT800H transponder .... £1615

HARRY’S HM40

A20 GA twin plug ................ £642
A20 GA twin plug w/bluetooth £708
A20 Helicopter w/bluetooth ... £708
A20 Lemo installed version .... £642
A20 Lemo w/bluetooth .......... £708
Installed wiring harness ...... £ 40

PRECISION
(TSO approved)

RCA2600-3 electric horizon .... £1975
RCA2600-2 electric horizon .... £1975
RCA22-7 vacuum horizon .......... £595
RCA15 series from ..................... £1595
RCA11A-8 vacuum D.G. ........... £595
RCA82A electric turn coordinator £575

JP INSTRUMENTS (TSO approved)

FS450 fuel flow .............................. £495
EDM 700 series engine management
system for most engines from £1195

MD90-1 Quartz Clock ...................... £199
MD90L Quartz Clock lighted ........... £240
TA102 dual USB charging port ....... £250
7000C.31 Vertical Speed Indicator £530
1394T100-3Z Turn Coordinator ....... £699
5934PM-3A.84 Altimeter 20k .......... £949
MD200-306 CDI .............................. £1350

ENCODERS
Ameri-King AK350-30 ...... £ 149
ACK-A30 ............................ £ 199

D2 Pocket Panel .. £995
Portable attitude indicator. The
perfect emergency flight display.
EFIS-D6 ............ £1075
EFIS-D10A ........ £1475
EFIS-D100 ......... £1750
EMS-D120 ......... £1480
FlightDEK-D180 £2175

TRANSCEIVERS
Icom
IC-A6E Sports pk .. £208
IC-A6E Pro pack ... £308
IC-A24E Sports pk .. £275
IC-A24E Pro pack .. £375
IC-A110 .............. £625
We stock a full range
of Icom Accessories

IC-A6E and IC-A24E transceivers
now have 8.33 kHz channel spacing

Receivers

Intek AR109 ........................ £ 58
Icom IC-R6 .......................... £179
Icom IC-RX20 ..................... £339

GO PRO VIDEO CAMERAS
Hero 4 Black ........................ £299
Hero 4 Silver ......................... £240
All accessories available on line

STAR
BUY

INTERCOMS

AIR GIZMO

HM 2 place portable ............ £99
HM 2 place for Icom w/PTT £119
HM 4 place portable .......... £119
Sigtronics SPA400 ............. £169

Panel dock ÆRA 500 ........... £99
Panel dock ÆRA 795 .......... £149
Panel dock GPS 695 .......... £149
Panel dock 296/495 ............. £75
iPad knee dock ................... £99

PM 500EX panel mount 4 place £199
PM 1000 4 place prices from .. £249
PM 3000 stereo 4 place .......... £329
PMA 4000 Audio Panel ........... £549

Harry’s HM40 .............. £99
NEW HM40 ANR ........... £259

PS Engineering

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT

INSTRUMENTS
RC ALLEN

SV-D700 7”display .... £1800
SV-D1000 10”display £2400
SV-ADAHRS-200 ........ £800
SV-EMS-220/A ........... £400
SV-XNPDR-262 Mode S £1200
SV-GPS-250 GPS receiver £140
SV-32 Auto Pilot servo .. £500

AR6201VHF Com 8.33 kHz £1325
BXP6401 class2 xpndr ..... £1495
BXP6401 class1 xpndr ..... £1750
BE6400 encoder ................ £199

EKP-V EFIS System .......... £1895
ULTRA EFIS GPS ............. £ 825
KX165A-02 Nav/Com 8.33 kHz £3795
KRA10A Rad Alt (recertified) from £3500
KT74 Mode S transponder ...... £1895
KR87 ADF (OHC) system ... £1595
KN64 DME (OHC) ............. £1195
KA44B ADF anternna ....... £1350
KX155 Nav/Com 28v (OHC) .... £995
KI209 CDI (recertified) .......... £595

AMERI-KING AK-451-15 ELT JTSO
HELICOPTER version ........... £795

SKYVIEW

The latest touch screen display
SV-D1000T/B 10”display £2675
SV-AP-PANEL A/Pilot control £375
SV-KNOB-PANEL .......... £175
SV-INTERCOM-2S ......... £200
NEWSV-COM-X83 VHF 8.33 £1375
NEW Video Input adaptor £130

MONROY Traffic Watch +
Traffic Avoidance System
ATD-300 Traffic Watch+ ... £ 595
ATD-300 with ANT300 ....... £ 795
ATD-300 w/ ARINC & ANT £ 995

PLB’s and ELT’s
Bad-Elf Pro+ .......... GPS £ 199
Bad Elf Pro GPS ............. £ 135
Bad Elf 1000 GPS ............. £ 89
Bad Elf 1008 GPS ............. £ 95
Garmin GLO GPS ............. £ 80
Garmin GLO Aviation ...... £ 90
GNS 2000 GPS .................. £ 65
DUAL XGPS150E GPS ..... £89
DUAL XGPS160 GPS ...... £125

DYNON AVIONICS
EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR FOR DYNON AVIONICS

IC-A24E

G3X Touch Screen Systems
7” Single system with EIS ......... £3700
10” Single system with EIS ....... £4350
7” and 10” Dual system with EIS £6350
10” Dual system with EIS ............ £6675
GTR 225A Com 8.33 kHz ......... £1895
GNC 255A Nav/Com ............. £2820
GNS430(recertified) from ....... £3995
GTX 328 ModeStransponder ...... £1895
GMA 340 Audio panel .............. £950

WAAS GPS
Altimeter
GoTofunction
Groundspeed
Track
Distance

NON TSO INSTRUMENTS
MINGDA
GH030 vacuum horizon ........... £375
GH025 electric horizon 14volt £850
GD031 D.G. vacuum ................. £375
GD023 D.G. electric ................. £850
BC2A Vertical Speed Indicator £129
BZW-4B Turn Coordinator ...... £295
BG-3E Altimeter 20,000’ 3 pointer £250
BG-15 A.S.I. 20-160 knots .......... £119
BK13A A.S.I. 20-100 knots ........ £119
For other A.S.I. please see our web site
MC022 Vertical card compass £149

REVERE
Aero Compact Raft

Survival Products
4-6 Person Rafts
Weighs
only

5.5

Kilos

The Lightest most compact raft in the World

Raft with canopy ........ £1299
Raft with equipment ... £1499
HM Survivor Slim line lifejacket
with whistle and light ....... £65

FAMILY RUN
ADD 20% VAT - UK & EU ONLY
BUSINESS FOR OPEN MON-FRI 9am-5.30pm–BULK ORDERS AND TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, please return the goods in original condition within
All prices subject to change.
OVER 25 YEARS 28 days for replacement, exchange or a full no quibble refund.

2 Person Rafts
Raft ..................................... £799
Raft with canopy ............... £899
4 Person Rafts
Raft with canopy ............... £999
Raft with std equipment £1099
Raft with deluxe equip. .. £1595

CAA/EASA
APPROVED

RUN BY PILOTS
FOR PILOTS

49-51 Colinton Road • Edinburgh EH10 5DH

Why I fly.
“To see the world from a
different perspective.”
Jamail Larkins, Pilot // Aviation Ambassador
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Why Jamail flies with the Bose A20 headset.
®

Flying from city to city gives Jamail the freedom to expand his world.
And sound clarity makes all the difference, especially when he’s traveling
to multiple cities in one day. The Bose A20 Aviation Headset offers 30%
greater active noise reduction than conventional headsets, which helps
Jamail stay focused on flying. And with 30% less clamping force*, even
his longest flights are more comfortable.

Bose A20
®

®

Aviation Headset

®

Now with
improved features.

Visit us at www.bose.eu/A20 or contact one of our authorised sales partners for a demonstration:
Mendelssohn Pilot Supplies
www.gps.co.uk

Pooleys Flight Equipment Ltd.
www.pooleys.com

HSL Headset Services Ltd.
www.headsetservices.com

Heli Air Ltd.
www.heliair.com

Transair Pilot Shop
www.transair.co.uk

The AOPA Pilot Store - London
www.aopa.co.uk/thepilotstore

Connect with us @ BoseAviation

#WhyIFly #BoseA20

©2016 Bose Corporation. *When compared to conventional headsets. Offer valid with purchase of Bose A20 Aviation Headsets from participating European Bose authorised dealers. **The promotion is valid from 28.11.2015 to 03.01.2016 and not to
be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases. Only available in Europe from official authorised resellers. To qualify for 10% off, additional headsets must be part of the initial purchase. FAA TSO-C139 and EASA ETSO-C139 certified.
®

®

